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FOREWORD,

. The Institute for Research and Development in Occupational Education
(IRDOE), although concerned with adult and continuing education throughout
the years, had devoted itself to research and development aspects as opposed
to instruction per.se. Instruction., while often a part of our activities for
testing and modeling purposes, was not perceived as an ongoing function;
rather, Once proven exemplary,44nstructional programs were disseminated for
replication by others.

So it is with the project reported. on herein. Recognizing the special
needs of lower-income women for skills in money management, a program of
six sequential two-hour sessions were developed to convey a broad
understanding of the principles and practices of money managemept, to
proyide participants opportunities to apply the tools and techniques to their
individual situations, and. to bolster their confidence in the exercising of
control over the financial aspects of their.lives. *

Through f iye demonstration workshops, involv'ng 80 lower-income
women, IRDOEodeveloped what is believed to be an plary program. The
workshops, held in cooperation with five community -based organizations and
led by female personnel from the host organizations after training by project

3 perStnnp'1, have now been instittitionalized as regular program offerings.
Replication by others through this *eporting mechanjsm is highly encouraged.
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN: There Has to be Another Way .

I. INTRODUCTION

The conventional view that limits woman's role to that of wife and
mother and hei. responsibilities to homemaking, no longer reflects reality. A
woman today is more apt to be a wage-earner than a full -time homemaker, to
be single and living alone or as a single head of household than to be married
and living with husband.

As woman's contribption to the economic well-being of, the family
increases so too does her need for financial planning and Money management
skills. Banks, stock brokerages, insurance companies, and other financial-
institutions, recognizing the discrepancy between women's growing workforce

.participation ana jbeir experience in managing personal -financial affairs,
. .have targeted (omen as a potential new market or their services and are

now developing seminars, brochures;-and advertising campaigns. especially for
them. Typically these efforts provide welcome information on specific
financial topics, such as tax-sheltered investment oppOrtfinitiesiand estate
planning. While information of this sort may meet the needs of the relatively -
small number of women already familiar with financ01 planning con
language, it often has little applicability--and therefore makes little -sense
and is of minimal benefit--to the majority of women who are neither aware
of the number of factors that enter into personal financial planning nor at an ,

income level to take advantage of them. In other words, the preponderance

of financial management programs and materials available for women today
tend to assume a higher level of income and understanding (and self-
conf idence).than most women possess" indluding the Majority of lower-income
women, for whia financial problems are more severe, mistakes more costly,

1
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and the heed for skills to manage their limited resources most pressing.'
In 1980-81; witf funding from the Office of Consumers' Education, the

CASE Institute for Research acid Development, in Occupational -Education

designed and implemented the MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN (MMW)

program specifically to provide lower - Income women with financial planning

information geared" to their current level of understanding and financial

circunistances.
This one-year project had two broad goals:

Ito develop a .model consumer-education program that would
improve the money management competencies, including math
skills, of lower-income women; and

to' test the efficacy of community-based organizations as agents

in the regular delivery of consumer education by actively
involving .them in the implementation Of the MONEY

MANAGEMWT FOR WOMEN program.

To achieve thew goals, our objectives for 1980-8i were to:

develop a competency-based minicourse in personal money

management specifically for women,

/0 seven community organizations to sponsor workshops
based on the minicourse.

train, two staff Members from each participating organization to

lead a workshop series, and oVersee the implementation 'of

the program iri4he community settings. `
The program consisted of two major components. Both involved

training. Tfie first was a series of training meeetings for errtpioyees..c),
comounity-based organizations that provided them with (a) gerterit group
leadership skills, (b) theoretical and philosophic bacicground in money and its

management; and (c) session-by-sessIO yalk\thrOugh'S, of the strategies ,:and

materials they then would use to conduct a workshop series for partiCipants.
The second component, initiated after they third leader training rriegsitig, was

a rnylti-session. program for women served by each cootierating agenp but'
specially recruited for.the MMW project, led by the agency personnel !me had

2
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trained.

This report describes the retailed activities undertaken to achieve
these objectives (and the successe and pitfalls we encountered along t

y) assesses the project's impact , the cooperating organizations, t
workshop leaders, and the women who participated in the workshops; a

dispukses recommended modifications of the MMW model.

e

e

d

II. PROGRAM PLANNING AND DESIGN
Ore

During the first half of the project year, staff time was devoted to two
major tasks: - the selection of community-based organizations that would,
participate in implementing the program, and the development of course
content and materials for the program's leader-training and participant-
workshop components.

While many of the activities involved in these two tasks overlapped
chronologically, priority was given to the selection of community
organizations to insure there 'would be ample opportunity for them to
contribute to the program's design.

IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF C06PERATING COMMUNITY-
BASED ORGANIZATIONS.

During the first two months of the project, we i ntified approximately
50

community-based organizations as potential hosts for the MMW program.
Lists of organizations were generated on the basis of personal staff contacts
and in cooperation with the New York State Bureau of General Continuing
Education and the National Self-Help Clearinghouse. Typically, these
organizations felt, into three broad categoriei: Y's, neighborhood or.
settlement houses, and self-help organizations addressing the needs of special
subpopulations'of 'women (e.g., displaced homemakers, battered wives, single
parents).

1

To select from among this large number seven organizations that would

3
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to be able to mount a successful denionstration of the MONEY

MA GEMENT 'FOR WOMEN program in 1981 and also most likely to .

institute the program as a regular offering, the following criteria were used:

Institutional stability, defined as organitations with an on-going

operation for two or more years, and a permanent core of paid

employees.
service to MMW's target population (lower-income women

not whop dependent on public -financial assistance) and interest

in expanding the range of that service., .

2. ...Gorr

3. Ability and willingness to absorb the cost of freleing twoAmale

staff members to be trained as leaders in the conduct,MMW,,,

workshop, as well as cooperating in the recruiting of participants,r-

and in providing facilities for a wor*shop.

Information about target populations currently being served and about

the adult programs currently being offered was gathered from the Y's and

self-help group% by phone or letter. Initial contacts with New York City's 37

Neighborhood and settlement houses (which we surmised would constitute the

project's cooperating, institutions), were through theirmajority of th

coordinating ency, United Neighborhood Heusesited Neighborhood
Houses ent siastically endorsed the project and disseminated information

about the program to all neighborhood and settlement house directors., After
sp

this warm reception, however, our followup phone calls to the individual

organizations during the early weeks of *December introduced us to the

following chill reality:

YES...directors felt the program was

-an excellent idea
-very much needed by the women they serve

-something they would like to offer

BUT...'

-their staff was small and seriously oiercommitted

o,
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-they were finding it difficult to provide even their

traditional social services

-adult education programs, when offered, were

- taught by outside volunteers/

I
IF HOWEVER...

c -we wduld run the program for them they would be
.

delightggi to provide the facilities. , ,

Although we had anticipated some such response from a small number
fof houses we had not expected that virtually all organizationdpr4iding social

services to lower-income populations were operating on shoe-string budgets
and staffed by so few employees, most of .Whom were hired with special

-project funds to provide spe7cific services. This situation poses a .severe
problem for agency directors who wish to try out non-funded programs like

MONEYMANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN, since reassigning staff to implement

4them would mean cutting back the level of mandated services. Generally,
the best a director can do under such circumstances is fo promote the new

-wooprogram with such enthusiasm that staff members will volunteer to take it on
in addition to their regular responsibilities. Until adult consumer education'i

programs are recognized as a service as essential and worthy of funding as,

for example, recreation, social service organizations willcbe hard-pressed to
make staff available to implement them on a regular, on-going basis.

However, in spite of this universal problem of staffing, by the start of
the calendar year wd had identified 12 organizations that met all but one of
our criteria <ability to provide two workshop leaders) and whose high leyels of
interest suggested good working relationships: *ine settlement houses, two
YM-YWHA's, and a coordinating agency for single-parentself-help groups.

441

ORIENTATION/PLANNING MEETING

"These twelve organizations were invited to send representatives to an
Orientation/Planning meeting at CASE's offices on Januacy 21st: The

5
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the program might be struCtured '.tcsi be as workable as possible for the

cooperating organizations. In .addition to outlining \ our mutual

responsibilities, we were also concerned with obtaining feedback 'on the

tentative course outline, assuming that ,agency representatives would be-
.

conversant ,4ith the needs of the women they anticipated would participate In

their workshops. *e Appendix A for meeting agenda).

The general meeting resulted in-:several prograln modifications:

The two-leader requirement was waiver td allow participating
organizations the option of sending either one or two staff

members to be trained ,to conduct the participant-works,*

eries. Our original plan to train two representatives per agenCy

hich would ...allow shared responsibilities, mutual support, and

backup, andsafter the iirogram,, leave each agency with a cadre of

two people trained and( experiened in the program was

regrettfully changed to Amply with practical constraints.

The number of workshop sessions was reduced from eight to six,

and 'the length of each session %Vas reduced ;,from thre, to two

hours. The consensus of opinion among agenc-PrePresentatives

was that . the originally proposed 24-hour,- &.session program

constituted an excessive time commitment from workshop

participants,' particularly if (as would most likeily be the case)
K

lkrkShOp sessions were held on weekday evenings when most

participants would have already put.in a full day of work. To

4

accommodate their views, we reduc

the length of .sessions.

the number and ¶hortened

Leader-training meetings and workshoj4 Aessions- were rescheduled

to begin in April rather than in March. Since .few of the potential

partiCipating agencies were currently offering program's

specifically for the target audience we hoped to recruit, they



requested additional time tcj 'reach out to appropriate pirticipasys.
:

The scope (content) of the workshop' prograrn was narrowed.
Cutting the workshop series from a total of 24 to a11 total of 12
hours obviously mean t e 'would be less time to devote to each
program topic. To allow s fficient time to thoroughly cover the
10 topics agenc representatives and project staff ,deemed most
crucial, seve I other topics, such as insurance, were eliminated.
Appendix B ontains: the agreed-upon final workshop course
outline.

The planning meeting also enablecrus and the agencies to select those
who would participate. It was ,mutually agreed that the following
organizations would be involved in the 19804,81 program:

DAY CARE COUNCIL OF N,EW i'00, INC:

GODDARD:RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY CENTER

LENOX HILL NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION

SAMUEL FIE YM-yWilK(Single Parent Center)
SINGLE PAAKT FAMILY PROJECT

UNIVERSITY SETTLEMENT HOUSE ti
YM- YWHA OF GREATER FLUSHING (Single Parent Family Center)

By early March, all plans had been finalized: each organization had
chosen it's workshop leader .or leaders; a firm schedule for lead r-training,`
meetings had been agreed Upon; and non- conflicting dates e ablipd for

r each of the seven agencies' Six-'sesSion workshop series.

DEVELOPMENT OF WORKSHOP SYLLABUS AND MATERIALS

'During the time that participating organizations were being identified,
workshop leaders chosen, .6)d schecyiles being arranged, project staff were
also compiling materials and developing the syllabus for the workshop/
program. This inclvded ordering and collecting materials already in pri;n,
designing exercises each content topic, and preparing a Leader's Guide for ,

A
1
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. each session:

The overall purpose of the MMW workshop'program was to introduce
.lower-income yomen to information, concepts, and techniques that Viould

enatle thtm to ncrease their competence as money managersond to do so in

a way that woul ,help each workshop participant acquire the finance-related

consumer skills and confidence to:

analyie her personal and family goals, values, and priorities as
they relatte, to financial planning

understand planning as a process (setting goals, deteimining
objectives and priorities)

approach numbers without sear and handle basic arithmetite
manipulations

construct a short-range budget that realistically expressed her

.. values, met her established priorities, and moved her in the
direction of her goals

acquire a workable understanding of the language and concepts of

basic/financial transactions

apply principles of effective comparison shopping

evaluate and modify her personal or family financial plan to meet

changing social, economic, and personaltircumstances.

With the objectives in mind, we established four criteria for program

content:
(1) It must directly4promote the program's general goals for participants.

Meeting this- criterion meant isolating and incorporating the topics and
elements that constitute the basic building' blocks of personal financial
management. Here we were guided by tradition both in the choice of broad

topic areas and in their sequencing beginning with the identification of
personal financial goals, moving through five stages of budget design, to
buying on credit and borrowing money.

J,

(2) Content must be relevant to the lifestyles, 'interests, and financial
circuhi;tances MMW's intended audience. To design a program that would

4'
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most effectively meet, audience needs, we began with a set of generalized
. .

assumptions about the women who might constitute this audience. These

assumptions were based on our own aperience in working with similar
groups, oninform' atop and insights shared with us by community organizatiOns

that worked with them, as well as information provided by women themselves.
in response to a questitnnaire survey distributed, by the cooperating
community agencies to potential participants daring January, February, and

March. (See Appendix C for a cops' of this instrument.) Together, these

sources suggested that in general, women who would participate in the MMW

prograni would:,,
see. themselves as passive payers-of-bills rather'' than aiactive

managers of'their money

- be concerned abOut making do as best they could with the money
...0-

. available to them, but have little or no familiarity with the
techniques and tools that would make it easier for them to do so

handle, their financial aLfairs on a short-term (day-to-day or
...= eek-to-week) ratherrthan on .a longterm (say, year-lo-year)

b sis

be unaware of exactly how they were presently spending their

income (i.e., didn't know. "where their money went")

,underestimate the number of options available to them and the. . .

impact of these options on the cost of goods and services.

(3) Content would also need to motivate and maintain partkcipant interest

since enrollment in the 12-hdur program would be voluntary and no tangible

Incentive (credit, for example, or certification) for participation would be/
offered. ,

(4) Finally, content must addresss attitudinal barriers that often block women

from . achieving, or even seeking to achieve, greater skill- in money

management. Resistance to dealing with numbers (more prevalent among

women that men) is one such barrier. Sex-role stereotyping is another. The

subtle effects of social conditioning that define the nature of a woman, as a-

4.4
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economic may well contribute to the hesitancy, and often the anger,

Manifested by women who by-choite or necessity assume a greater degree of

economic responsibility for themselves. While. ho one cluestidn that

exercising financial control is appropriate for a man, there is. no '311th
consensus, even among women themselves, that it it equally' tippi-Optiate

behavlor fdr a woman.
Another potential achievement inhibitor that.we felt the prOgrani Mtitt

address was lack of self-confidence. Women, particularly thdse With

relatively limited financial resdurces, often avoid (or resist) tertlinarS or
courses on money management in the belief that they are irrelevant td their

situation or, worse, beyond the scope of their comprehension. To cOUriter this

belief, we wanted a program that would demystify both the edncepts and the

process of money management. This we decided might best be clef* by
incorporating homily analogies and examples drawn from everyday life to
illustrate new concepts; thoroUghly explaining not only hovi, but alsb

money managers follow certain procedures (e.g., estimating income, Setting

goals, identifying alternatives); providing opportunities for each participant

to construct, step-by-step, a one-year money management plan of her own;

giving each. participant practice in dealing with numbers and tUpport in
confronting her own math anxiety; using a peer-groUp workshop format to

stimulate a _high level of audienCe particIpati:on and interaction; and trairiihg

leaders in non-judgmental presentations that would Promote mutual tolerance

as well as independent decision Making..

WOitKSHOP CONtENt
I Is

Guided by the design criteria MONtst MANAGEMENT RSA 106MEN

was developed around fOur major content areas:

Attitudes Toward Money, Money Manage and Math

ConstrUcting a Personal Money Management flan

1.6
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Choosing.Checking and Savings Plans

Managing Credit
1

The remainder ,of this section describes the topics covered in each of
these content areas, and some Of the materials, although not necessarily in
the sequehce in which they were introduced. In addition to the 34 worksheets
,and factsheets for participants which appear in Appendix E, arranged in
-sequence by session, project staff developed a session-by-session syllabus or
Leader's Guide (See Appendix. D), and recruitment and evaluation materials.
Several worksheetspaper-and-pencil exercises for use individually or in
groups' during the, session or at homewere adaptations of standard forms
(e.g., those used to estimate annual income and expenditures). Some of the
factsheetsreading a4-\r-Ficiurce materials --were compiled from information
drawn from other sources and reworded 1,4r this audience. Most of the
Materials, however, were -created by project staff to meet' two important
needs: to provide° participanti with a record of the main issues they
discussed, and to build in opportunities for active involvement. Thelewere
reproduced in sufficient quantities for distribution to agency administrators,
group leaders, and workshop participants.

CONTENT AREA A: ATTITUDES , TOWARD MONEY, MONEY
MANAGEMENT, AND MATH

One Of the characteristics that distinguishes MONEY MANAGEMENT
FOR WOMEN from many financial planning programs is it's focus on the
effects of attitudes and beliefs in determining wom s.(and no doubt men's)
interest and competence in"managing money.

In his Musings on Money; Mot Janeway observes that "Stance (attitude]
is everything when it comes tszf money" 1

. While that may be somewhat of an

lEliot Janeway, .Musings on Money, New York: David McKay Company,
Inc., 1976; p. 38. Emphasis added. ,

.11
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overstatement (knowledge and skill also enter in), the effect of attitude and

expectation on behavior merits attention in any discussion of a subject as

emotionally loaded as money. Therefore, a number of MMW's activities and

exercises were developed specifically to help. participants explore them

attitudes' toward money, toward working with numbersEloward planning

ahead, and toward the idea of themselves as active managers of,their money

and informed consumers of financial services. At the same tire, we included

strategies and exercises to enhance participants' confidence in th 'r ability to

identify and evaluate alternative actions, and make inform decisions to

improve they financial circumstances.

Feeling Good About Myself. After a short introductions MONEY

MANAGEMENT FOR 'WOMEN opened with, a simple exercise in which

participants wrote brief 'accounts of two occasions on which what they hed

done or accomplished made them feel good about themselves. After sharing

these success stories with their group, they were asked to recall another

instance, this one involving money, when they did or accomplished something

that made them feel good about themselves.

In addition to focusing- attention on participants' past successes 'and

,demonstrating that everyone has' definite feelings about money, the Feeling

Good exercise (see Appendix E) was also an excellent ice breaker and helped

establish the climate of mutual support we intended the program, to

encourage.

Following this exercise, there was a general discussion of participants'

attitudes toward money and 'how these compared with women's. attitudes as

reported in the literature, their experiences with money as children, and the

current methods' they used to -deal. with Money. Several factors emerged

froth this discussion as commonly contributing to women's, uneasy feelings

about money: , lack< of training 'and/or. experience in handling money;

association of money with such negative circumstances as parental worry,-

family arguments, struggles for control; dislike obworking with numbers; and

a lingering sense that financial matters are really supposed to be handled by

men.

=12
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Our purpose in encouraging participants to voice their negative (as well
as positiye) feelings and to examine how these undermine their willingness' to.
attempt and follow through in -actively managing their money, was to clear
the way for a more, neutral, less anxiety-laden view of money and money
managerrient.

One way to erode the awesome power people often attribute to money
is to define it as a personal tool or resource. . To reinforce this view, a
worksheet (i.e., an exercise for -participants) on bartering. was used to
illustrate the-similarity I3etween, money and one's personal resources of skill
and time--all can be traded for goods and services. A similar parallel was
then drawn between the methods women use to manage their time (to insure
everything gets to the table on time for a trlidayLmeal, for example) and
those used in money management. Our intent was to help women recognize
that they already possess the generic management skills that, are needed to
perform as a money manager.

What a Money Manage; Does. A factsheet was used to introduce a
money manager's four basic tasks: understanding her values and goals;
planning for what she wants; keeping track of her money; and knowing her
options and how to evaluate them. The first three of these tasks were
discussed separately at different points in the program and are included in
the following description of "Constructing a Personal Money Management
Plan". Discussion of the money manager's fourth task --knowing her options
and hbw to evaluate them began in Ses,ion #1, but because of its essential
role ir1 decision making, this subject was reintroduced throughout the
program whenever decision-making was considered.

Consumer Choices: Exploring Options. Thinking in terms of
alternatives was introduced initially by a factsheet that detailed a wide range*
of options available to a consumer who wished to buy a book, a jar of
mayonnaise, or telephone service. The purpose-of detailing these 'options was
to,_convey in a concrete way- (a) how few of all of our possible alternatives we
typically consider, and (b) how the cost of goods and services often depends0--

. 13
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on Kow they are packaged, where they are gold, and when they are purchased.
t

. Money and'Math. Money 'management inevitably recidires a willingness

deal with arithmetic. We. believed that one way to counter attitudes

toward math that might potentially tiampSr participants' efforts to become

,,etter money" managers would be to provide an opportunity for them to

explore their feelings about dealing with numbers and to revig the basic

arithmetic processes' that al'es most often used in money management. To

accomplish these goals, an experienced instructor of -mathematics and leading

expert in math anxiety was retained and two program hours set aside in which

an informal, ow-key dialogue could be carried on between participants and

mathematician. This program segment began with an acknowledgement that

many people.are uneasy about dealing with numbers followed by discussion of

participants' experiences in learning math and bow they currently felt when

faced with doing it. Next participants were presented with a problem drawn

from everyday life in which doing math was necessary to determined the most

inexpensive course of action. This Typical Problem also provided the context

for a detailed discussion of the properties of fractions, decimals, and

percentages. Finally, a factsheet, Math Games, was used to illustrate ways

in which people unconsciously undermine their own confidence and efforts to

do math .

CONTENT AREA B: CONSTRUCTING A PERSONAL MONEY

MANAGEMENT PLAN

f

This general content area was divided into five parts and constituted

the program's "technical core."

;

Part I: Determining Financial Goals-and Priorities.

Explicitly stated financial goals can make the difference between an

effepive and an ineffective money management plan. The rationale for

petsonal money management plans is to assist people in marshalling their

financial resources to achieve specific ends, whether it be freedom' from

-10ebt, yearly vacations, dining out on a regular basis., or schooling for self or
i 14
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childien Without a purpose, a plan ha's no direction, and without a goal that
-ITmakes change worthwhile a budget becomes merely a collection of onerous

constraints and limitations. Because translatihg dreams and hopes into
txPlicit goals or "I want" statements is a difficult process we designed two
activities specifically to help participants define their personal financial
goals as concretely as possible.-

The Lottery. At the close of Session #1 participants were given a
homework problem: to describe how they would spend a hypothetical lottery
prize of $10,000. When participants reassembled for Session #2, each read
her list aloud. The group then sought to discern what underlying goal each
listed item might suggest. For example, for a listing that read "pay my

outstanding bills" participants inferred "being free of debt" as a likely goal;
" art a savings account" prompted - interpretations that ranged from
"fin racial security" to "buying new furniture," and a recognition that to
understand this goal it would be Necessary to know what the money was being
saved for.

.. / . .

stimulate participants'The intent of this exercise was three-fold: (a) to stim
thinking about their personal financial goals and to demonstrate how things.
they wanted to have or do tiered clues to whit those goals might be; (b) to
emphasize that there are no right -or.Wrong goals, and (c) to derhonstrate that
people typically have a number of financial goals.

. < -

My Financial Goals. The second goal-clarification activity centered on
a worksheet which listed some 20 common financial goals (e.g., buy a new
car, go to the movies regularly, invest in job training for myself, own a home
of my own, not be in debt). The purpose of this exercise was to help
participants more narrowly define what it was they most wanted end to.
establish phorities among their Rats. Participants 'were asked to check
whether each item on the list was "Not at all Important", "Somewhat
Important," or ."Very Important" to them. Then/ of the items they had
checked as "Very Important", participants were asked tifelect the three
Most Important of all. The group discussed .their thtle Most Important goals,

_s
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and why they had chosen them. Explaining to one another why cettain-goals
-.

they had initially considered Very Important were not among the top three

was an . extremely useful strategy for enabling .each participant to
. -

demonstrate to herself.ana others her ability to rank her priorities and to see-'

how these, in turn, related th her values.

r

Negotiating Differences. Unless one lives -alone a Oerional money

. management plan will usually need to take account of 'tffe *oats of other

members of the family. And if, as is likely, family members have different

goals and therefore different ideas 'about how money shodld.'be spent, there

will be a need to negotiate mutually acceptable solptions when conf'i c s arise'

over how money is to be spent.

We felt that this situation provided an approciriate'context for another

demonstration of the value of developing and evaluating alternatives -- in

this case, alternative tactics for achieving agreement between people with
1

conflicting ideas about how to spend money.

To elicit examples of the, various strategies' people use to resolve

'differences, participants were' paired and, asked to pretend that they were

members of the same family. Holding to the.three goals'each had..decided

earlier were "most important" to her, each pair -was to teach- a
b

friutually

satisfaptory agreement on how they would spend $600. After !D minutes
each pair of participants described how they had arrived at their' sOlution.

o

Common alternatives included:

taking turns one person gets what they want now by agreeing to

allowthe.other. to have her way the rIxti-me money 'is available.

giving in one person simply ,gives in to the other's wishes.
rsetting priorities one agrees that the other's need is:currently

more important than her own.

winning then/ over -- one member's convincing -argumenti wins.the
other over to.her way of thinking. - a ,

..- .

trading off one agrees to go along with the wishes of the other

in trade for some other form of Compensation. t. ,
changing the tune -- instead of each insisting on her original plan, .

they come up with a n proposal that both agree on.

16
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To dentonstratethow results might cliff& depending on the choice of
4

strategy, paticipanrs were each assigned one of the six "negotiation tactics"
and asked to explain how, usl g that stratgy, a hypothetical family (mother,
father, teenage daughter, an yoUnger so4might resolve their differences

it. over how ;the family's .savings hould be spent and how that solution would
affect each member individually.

In addition ..to again illustrating the significance of identifying a ed

evaluating alternatives, these two' exercises also .highlighted the connection
.

between 'personal goals and values and how what we buy where, and when-can
provide pOwerful set of clues as to what,we 'value or h Id important.

4
-Part 2: Estimating Annual Income.

A- great many women handle money ttgrs on a day-to-day, week-to-.
welk, ola paycheck-to-paycheck basis, iloring spending decisions to the
amount of- cash or credit -currently available--or sometimes to the hope of
better times just around the corner. Few formulate long-range financial

_

plans, and many are unaware of how much income they are apt to have for
any given year. tiealing with money in this short-range .fashion puts one in a

position very similar tot of the near-sighted pedestrian inching his way

-alohg a heavily trafficked thoroughfare, constantly ducking arid dodging to
avid being knocked over by obstacles that suddenly loom into view.ti

,Short range vision can be as hazardous in financial affairs as it is on the
ighway. Handling them with one's eyes closed can be disastrous. A long-

range perspective not only allows us to see and,prepare for what we're at to
encounter further on, but to do so in way that keeps us on course toward our
destinatior

In personal money management a powerful antidote for short-'
rightednest is estimating. Estimating the amount of money there will be to
work with dring the year and how much will go where if' current spending
patterns continue, provides a clear indication of what our year-end financial
situation is apt to be. If that year-end picture indicates progress toward
chosen goal; fine. If; on the other hand, it suggests we're heading in the
.wrong direction,'this early warning gives us time 'to replot our course -- to

17
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modify our spending, our income, or both.
We reasoned that introducing estimating as a tool that could be used to

.
avoid unwelcome surprises would kelp to allay participants' resistance to
looking into their financial futures (for fear of finding them

1'5

even grimmer

than they'suspected) and to strengthen their perception of themselves as
active money managers able to make changes and exert control to shape the

course of their financial lives. .
.

The income (and expense) estimation forms used by participants in
MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN, listed standard income sources, but

Were designed so that participants could calculate total estimated annual
,income (or expense)'by source according to whether it was usually received

'once each week; each month,. each quarter, 6r each year. This format

reduced the amount of time required to complete the estimating, and made
explicit the arithmetic manipulations needed to arrive at a final total.
Participants were advised to be as accurate as possible but when in doubt to
underestimate the amount of income they might expect to receive from any

&ken source. .

it.. Althou participants would have to check their estimates later against

actual .recor at Dome And make adjustments where necessary, doing an
initial estimation during ,the session insured-,kat through. group discussion .

- participants would identify all of their income sources, calculate the totals.
cohectly, and have an opportunity-to 'ask questions and practice this
technique under supervision.
..---- ,
1 V' . ..*<e ;Part 3: Estimating Fixed and Semi-Fixed Expenses.

_ ) .

.-If women do not know what. their total annual income is apeto be, ,they i .._, v.,

are even more likely not to recognize that a large proportion of that' income .

`-'is already committed to cover fixed and Semi-fixed expen\ses, end that the 1
id

amount of money available for discretionary spending is therefore seriously
restricted. . ,

To introduCe the standard'Inethod used to categorize perSonal expenses,

P'artic ants were asked to name as many expenses as they could think of.
Thir sponses, recorded on newsprint by the group leader, were then

N- , /
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examined to discover commonalities and differences. The purpose of this
activity/ was to have participants provide examples that-would illustrate the
underlying differences among:

. -Fixed Expenses: payments of the same amount made according to a
fixed pre-arranged schedule (e.g., mortgage, or rent payments, loan

payments);

Semi-Fixed Expensek expenses for -essential goods and services that
occur regularly but for which the artiount of the payment may Vary (e.g.,
utilities, phone service, food); and

Discretionary Expenses: items for which both' th4 amount and the
timing of payments is at the distretion of the individual (e.g., clothing
expenses, personal care expenses, entertainment)..

Using their estimating skills and a staff-designed worksheet,

participants then calculated the total number of dollars that would be spent
during the year in every fixed and semi-fixed expenses category--one Of
which was savings.

Like many people;sa large proportion of the MMW, participants tended

to assign savings the lowest priority -- to treat savings as a luxury of sorts to

indulge in only after bills were paid and discretionary purchases made foj. the

month. Including savings among tlte high-priority fixed expenies was done to

prompt participants to re-examine their current ideas about saving and
propose the notion that savings -might be viewed as a way of paying oneself

-and Of accumulating the means to achieve other personal goals.

Before moving.on to the topic'48f discretionary expenses, participants

summarized their work by deducting their total fixed and semi-fixed expenses

from 'their total annual income to determine how much would be left over.

This exercise was simultaneously dispkiting and enlightening for a

majority of MMW participants, few of whom 1.M ever considered, much less

calculated, how much of each year's income was dedicated, to meeting 'on-
.

going expenses over which they- had little control.' The evident that fixed
,.--1.--and semi-fixed expenses would consume one-half or more of-iitheir annual

.).-,,

. income proved a shocking revelation t many participants but one that helped

19,
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'explain why they regularly felt they had so little
disCretionary)/income.

. Part 4: 'EstimAing Discretionary Expenses.

"spendable" (i.e.

V

, Fiked and semi-fixed expenses, which' involve regularly occurring

payments of roughly similar size are fairly easy to estimate. Discretionary

expenses, however, are far moredifficurt to project not only because each

controls how much will be spent when, butpo because the wide

variety of items covered by discretionary spending vary widely in cost and

,the number of times they are purchased during 41year.

Three program activities were designed to help participants impose

order on the chaotic diversity of discretiOnary expenses: (1) a personal

,Expense Diary, (2) a detailed examination of -the types of items included in

each major discretionary expense\ category,

discretionary spending for one year.

Expense Diary. buring the program's first session, each participant was

given an Expense Diary (a small notebook) in which-they were asked to-keep,

for at least one month and preferably for the remainer of the year, a daily

record of-all purchases they and other incbme-contributing family members

made by check and by credit card as well as with cash. Although a one--

month record would be 'insufficient ,for -accurately projecting their annual

expenses (

and (3) "guesstimating"

't would not show the fluctuations that normally occur from

, month td month and season to-Season), it would prow artici with an

idea of their actual spliniding patterns, demonttrate how relatively small -cost
414 t

purchased (e.g., newspaperd, lunchds, movies) add up to Impressive amounts of

over time, and each day focus partidgants' attention on the nuhlber and type

of purchases they made.

For a money manager to keep track of her money, it is important that

she have a complete picture of her spending patterns. To aid participants in

estimating their discretionary spending, which consumes somewhere between

'40 and 50 percent of the "average" family's annual income, a half-hour was

set aside to 'discuss the wide variety of items that might be included under

the reading of discretionary expenses. The intent of this discussion was to`'

20
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introduce. a standardized system of expense classification and to provide an

opportunity for participants to question and refine that system to meet their

indiyidual situations. - This discussion also redtided the amount of time

participants needed to complete their discretionary expenses estimation

worksheet by clarifying what items fell into what categories, and enhanced

accuracy by suggesting the Many types of items a particular category could

include (e.g., Gifts dnd Contributions might include, along with birthday,
graduation, holiday giftsi,Jand religious contributions, such other items as
Cards, wrapping paper, raffle tickets, etc).

When their worksheet were completed, participants compared the

figure thev had used to make their estimates with the amounts they had
actually spent in one month as recorded in their Expense Diaries. We

reasoned that such a comparison would illustrate any discrepancies between

their idea of how much they spent in each category and whatthey actually

were spending. Faithfully kept, an Expense Diary not only provides a check

to improve the accuracy of one's esti

which actual spending is exceeding on

Finally, each participant co

expenses with the amount she had det

es, but also helps pinpoint areas in

efined limits.

her total estimated discretionary

'fled earlier would be available for
discretionary spending and discovered, inevitably, that expenses were going

to overrun income. De spite this dismal news, however, participants had now

achieved an important money management goal: they had constructed a
model of what their financial situation would be at year end if they continued

As;

their current vp ending patterns. If what they saw did not please them, they

now had all the "fadts" and coUld make the decisions necessary to change it:

decisions about where, and how to trim this year's projected expenses to bring

them into balance with this year's income.

Part 5: Balancing the Plan.

The final and perhaps most important stage in the development of a

personal money management plan consists of determing where to, begin
Cutting expenses, deciding how much can be reasonably cut in any specific

expense category,, and identifying alternative methods of cutting expenses.

21



To determine where in their own plans they might begin cutting back,

participants, using a master list of expenses, were asked first, to mark all

categories in which they felt expenses could not or should not be cut thA

year; second; to select three categories from among those remaining that

represented expend 4res which Were very important to them; and finally, to

circle three category t were least important to them.

Participants then began the arduous work of balancing their money

management plans by adjusting their original expense estimates downward--

initially by 25 percent in their three least importan& categories, and 10

percerit in others-:-until their plan balanced. Each adjusted total in turn was

subjected to a "reasonableness test": after calculating how much would be

available each month for all the activities or purchaies in a category,

participants as ed themselves whether they would honestly be willing and able

to live this decision. For example, a participant who originally

esti ted she Would spend a total of $800 for clothing this year decides that

Clothing" is one of.her least important, expenses, reduces her estimate by 25

percent, and arrives at an adjusted annual total of $600. To test the
reasonableness of this, she calculates what that amounts to in term's of

dollars available for clothing purchases each month (in, this case, $50), and

'then asks herself whether in fact she is willing to limit -monthly clothing

purchases to this amount. If yes, she adopts the new estimate and moves

onto the-next category she intends to cut. If, however, she decides that this

$50-a-month guideline is "unreasonable" she revises her estimate slightly

upward if she feels it is toolow, or still further downward if she decides she

can get by spending even less.
There is no quick way to balance a money management plan. No matter

what the size of one's annual income, adjusting spending so as not to exceed

income is both difficult and time consuming. In the process of deciding what

will go and what will stay, however, a money manager gains a better

understanding of her values and priorities, and builds a sense of, commitment

to follow'the guidelines she establishes.
Due to serious time limitations, we knew we would not be able to work

with each participant until she developed a balanced plan. Our intent,
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the ef ore, was to provide at least the ingredients that would enable them to
do(o on their own: a general philosophy,, specific techniques and prOcedures
to guide their efforts, and an opportunity to 'practice adjusting at least several
original estimates.

We believed, it important to round out this "technic4I" segment of the
program by ,ee-introducing the topic of options since the identification of
alternative methods for cutting expenses is particularly valuable in solving9
the problem of balancing a budget. To stimulate participants' creativity in
generating ideas as to the many ways they might achieve their goals less
expensively, we proposed ,four general strategies: substitution, comparison
shopping, cutting back, and eliminating. , .

-To demonstrate how these strategies worked, participants were asked
to come up with specific examples of how costs might be cut In each general
expense category using each strategy. A consideration of substitution, for
example, prompted the suggestion that those who worked could cut food costs
by bringing their lunch instead of eating out. One participant estimated that
with this substitution she could save roughly $10 a week or $500 a year.

Cutting back -- c6nsuming less goods and less services -- calls for an
examination of our activities in an effort to spilt where we may be able to
achieve savings by modifying our current habits. Cutting back on the length
of our phone calls or on the number of phone calls we make, for example, will
'be reflected in reduced phone bills. At the same time, we can also look for
expenses that might be eliminated altogether. When using Cutting Back and
Eliminating strategies, no expense item is too-small to escape the note of a
determined money manager. An Expense Diary serves an important function
here 400. It*may reveal, for example, that $100 a.yea'r is being spent on
subscriptions .to magazines that are rarely read. If so, magazine subscriptions
may be' -e'x'pense that can be 'eliminated with little pain and significant
savings.

Our intent in including this activity was to 'get participants thinking
about the cost cuts that could the effected in every' expense area, to
demonstrate that even seemingly si-nall,savings add up to significant amounts
,over time, ar to encourage participants to think in concrete terms about
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how, by doing things differently, they might meet their needs less-

expensively.

CONTENT AREA C: CHOOSING CHECKING AND SAVINGS PLANS.

The third content area of MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN

focuSed on the consumer's -relationship with financial institutions. Our

specific goals in this area were to demonstrate the differences between

Standard checking and savngs plan options, and the potential value of
comparison shopping for such services. Material's and activities were

deyeloped: (a) to encourage participants to examine how they most

commonly carried out their financial. transactions by cash, a cash
equivalent (money order, cashier or teller's check), and/or personal check

and to compare how these methods differed in terms of cost, ,.1:.)ivenience,

safety, and 'ease of recotsdkeeping; and "(b) to enable them to Identify the

differences among standard types of ch king and savings plans and how the

same type of plan may differ in co t" and benefits from institution to

institution.

Checking Plans.
A commonly held assumption is that a checking account is a checking

account is a checking account. Participants were led to question this 1151

considering that 'choosing a checking plan actually involved two decisions:

first, which type of plan best meets th-eir needs; and second, which bank

packages that plan most attractively. - I 1

Benefits and limitations of three types of checking plans were
compared regular or balance \checking, special or economy checking, and

the newest N.O.W. checking. Emphasis was given to minimum balance

requirements, service charges ,and penalties, supplementary services, and; in

the case of N.O.W. account plans, interest payments,
To demonstrate that an account` is often packaged differently by

different banks, participants with the same type of account at dif erent
banks were asked to describe how their' bank serviced, their checking Ian.

This proved a particularly eftive way of illustrating the range of possible
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differences. One group, for example, was surprised to learn that while one

member's special checking account was subject to a monthly service charge,
and another's carried both a monthly' service and a per-chedk charge, a third
member's account, at yet another bank, was totally cost-free.

Although convenience and availability of other customer services are
apt to be factors that weigh most heavily in an individual's choice of a bank,

4410
a careful money manager will also consider the factor of cost and recognize
that comparison shopping is as helpful an expense-cutting strategy in deciding

where to obtain financial services as in deciding where to buy a winter coat.
Before moving on to a similar examination of savings plans, participants

reviewed the procedures for endorsing checks, writing checks, and balancing
a checkbook.

Savings Plans.

Given the program's time constraints, participants' interest in

preserving and hopefully increasing their financial assets, and the popular
confusion about savings plans, we reasoned that here again (as with checking)
our focus would be on savings options aqd the key factors to consider in
selecting a plan and a financial institution.

Seven savings options for small savers were covepd: Day-to-Day
accounts, Certificate or Time accounts, Club accounts, Individual Pension or
Retirement-plans (IRA and KEOGH), Company Thrift or Pension Plans, U.S.
Savings Bondss.Series EE, and money market funds. Our intent in providing
this survey was to, insure that participants not only were aware o ese
options but of their potential advantages and disadvantages as well.

Five 'factors were discussed as key, to selecting the type of plan and
stitution package that might best meet a participant's needs:

o, inter- t rate*-- as expressed in terms of Effective Annual Yield
, ireque y of interest compounding

'es degre= of liquidity -- the terms and conditions under which funds
can be .ithdrawn,

minimum amount -of initial deposit and required size and timing of
,suhsequent deposits
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supplementary services and/or privileges available to ount

holders.

CONTENT AREA D: MANAGING CREDIT

The content for the session devoted to credit management was

developed to increase participant awareness of the value of managing credit

as carefully as they managed their time and money; to examine how an

individual established, and maintained credit-worthiness; and to provide an

overview of the types of credit arrangementsand their potential costs.

Participants first considered what they felt was the primary advantage

of credit. Their answers echoed those of the experts. As participants saw it,

credit chief advantage was that it enabled them to obtain goods and

servic before accumulating the cash needed to buy them and, therefore, to

en} y eir purchases as they were being paid for. Further, the ability to buy

nov-an ay later in emergenciei and in purchasing needed items when they

were on sale was seen as particularly helpful. 40n the negative side,

participants felt the primary disadvantage of credit was that it afforded an-
,

easy opportunity to overbuy and thereby to accumulate repayment obligations

which, by tieing up future income, meant less money wold be left over to

cover normal, ongoing living expenses.
To establish a context within which the different types of consumer

credit arrangements might be usefully examined, we suggested that for all

practical purposes the world of credit, could be divided into two parts: open-

end arrangements, and closed-end arrangements. y

Among the types of open-end or "revolving" credit arrangements (those

is which credit can be used again and again up to a prearranged borrowing

limit) discussed were the storeCharge account, singles and multi-purpose

charge cards, travel-and-entertainment cards, and line of credit or overdraft

checking privileges.
In' examining these familiar credit arrangements, stress was given to

the point that depending on how it is managed, open-end credit can be either

a cost free or a cost-ly convenience. Four factors that contribute to the cost

of using credit were identified:
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when bills were paid
a

j percentage of the total balance paid
rate of,interest charged on'unpaid balances
method used to calculate finance charges

..t

Most participants recognized' that late and/or partial yments would

result in addition0 charges being added tp then. bill; a number knew what
rate of interest they paid on. carryover balances; but few were aware that
different creditors might- use different methods of calculating the monthly
finance charge and that depending on the method used,, the finance charge '.

could vary by as much as 360 percent. A handout describing three commonly

used methods adjusted balance, previous,balance, and average daily balance
was used to illustrate this poi5t: All creditors, by law, must state the

method they use to calculate finance charges. An informedrainsumer, in her

role as money manager, will make it a point' to consider this factor carefully,
before signing'a credit agreement or using a credit account.

Unlike open-end credit, closed-end credit arrangements - (i.e.,
installment plans and loans) require that a specific sum be paid back re arly
according to a prearranged schedule and alwa s include the
interest.

After reviewing the general characteristics of installment ans a d of
various types of loans (e.g., passbook loans, life insurance loans, bank credit-
card loans, and unsecured' personal loans) conversation shifted to hoe'
comparison shopping might minimize the cost of closed-end credit.

Thanks' to Federal law, which requires creditors to state credit costs in
terms of the Finance Charge and the Annual. (or Effective) Percentage Rate

(APR), consumers willing to do their homewdk afe able to identify the' best
credit deal by comparing the cost of credit from various sources. Q Like

checking and savings plans, there are apt to be significant differences in the
price of a loan depending on where it is obtained and-how it is packaged.
Sample 'problems were used to demonstrate how' a comparison of various
finance charges and Annual Percentage,Rates could help consumers decide

:which loan offer met their needs best..
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Participants examined such common loan sources as commercial banks;

'thrift institutions, credit unions, finance companies, life insurance

coMpanies, pawnbrokers, andJith a strong cautionary, note--loan sharks,

focusing on the types of loan typically avar bit, the level of interest
charged, credit eligibility standards, and potential drawbacks.

The final topic--establishing and maintaining a credit ratingincluded
the rote of credit bureaus in compiling and providing lenders with non-
evaluative credit reports; the factors creditors commonly weigh in

determining an individual's credit-worthiness (e.g., capability, or' ability to
repay debt; character; and collateral) as well as the factors that cannot
legally enter into this decision (e.g., race, sex, age, marital status, public
assistance); and, finally, how to establish_ a good credit record and maintain it

by careful debt management.

The sequence in which the topics covered by the five content areas
were introduced is illustrated by the workshop prOgram outline in Appendix B.

A more detailed overview can be, obtained by examining the session-by-
session Leader's Gdides in Appendix D which, in addition to showing the exact

sequence, time allotted, and materials used, also indicate the Specific
techniques that the leaderemployedi group dikussion, role,Piaying, leader
presentations, simulation exercises, and pencil-and.;-paper problems.

In all, MONEY MANAGEMENT- FOR WOMEN Is an amalgam Of ideas,

subjects, issues, and concepts drawn from a wide variety of published
materials, including piimers in personal financial planning Sylvia.

Porter's Money Book, Sylvia Porter's isivtr. Money. Bobk. Mi the Jane

Bryant Quinn's Everyone's Money. Book, 14 ac It BIOCk'S Family Financial

Planning Workbook, finanCial articles from Tice New York Tithes, Business
Week, aiiMoney, as well as 'booklets and reportS published by the Federal

. Trade Commision, the ,Arherican Council on Life i'n'surance, the U.S.
Government Printing Office, the Cooperative Extension Service, the National
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Fotindation for Consumer Credit, and the Household Finance Corporation,
among others% Of the publications analyzed during the project's, curriculum

development phase, roughly one half were identified with thd assistance of
A_

bibliographic printouts provided by CERN.

N. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
(

The implementation of MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN consisted

of two distinct,overlapping stages. The first stage -- leader' training--began

the week of April46tli and ended the week of, May 21th. The second stage --
conduct of participants' workshops -- began the week of April 20th and
concluded the week of July'6th; one additional workshop series was conducted
in the Fall 1981, and will not be treated here.

LEADER TRAINING

The project's lea er-training component consisted of a leries of eight
three-hour mgtings held on consecutive Tuesdays from ,9:00 a.m. to 12:00
noon at CASE's offices. As expected, the women-chosen to conduct their
-org_anizations'41erkstttp programs had had little or no experience in leading

groups. The training component therefore was designed ":so that the first two
meetings could be used exclusively to orient these wad:en to the program and
to their role as a workshop leader. -

Led by a staff trainer, the first two training meetings concentrated on

the program's- purposes, Philosophy, and structure; the administrative details
.

involved in sdtting- up their workshop series; on group dynamics; and on
program Materials and supplies. All subsequent meetings (three through
eight) provided leaders wjth a structured walk-through of one complete
workshop session (with meeting three focused entirely on the content of
workshop session #1, meeting four on the content of workshop session #2, d

so on). This strategy had the advantage of enabling leaders to experience t g

session as their workshop participants would, and at the same time,
observing the staff trainer, to see the mechanics involved in conducting it.

'
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Like the women who would participate in their workshops, leaders were

led through a substantial amount' of. new inflation at each' meeting.
However, unlike the actual workshop participants, at the beginning of each

meeting the leaders'were given a session guideawirtually complete script of
what was done when during the session, as well as indications of hoNO and why.

'Leaders, therefore, notrly directly experienced how the staff trainer ran

each session btit were alio able, with script in hand,--to question and
comment on content and presentation and, in this way, to fine tune each

session before they delivered it to their own workshop groups.

A week before the first leader - training meeting,' Lenox Hill

1 Neighborhood Association infOrmed us that they would be unable to
participate as planned due to staff overco?nmitment. The timing of this

notice did not allow us sufficient time to recruit and mobilize another
organization, and thus reduced the number of participating organizations
from seven to six, and our leader group to, nine. (Three of the cooperating

organizations were able to release only one staff m:ember to run their MMW

workshop.) After the second training meeting, the primal- 'Y leader from

University Settlement was hospitalized, leaving eight women to complete the

leadership training component.

PARTICIPANT WORKSHOPS

The context or setting in which an educational .program is conducted
can either contribute to or detract from its effectiveness. To insure that'
despite variations in physjca1 settings and .leaders'Ayles Women would find

participation in the program as beneficial an experie.nce as possible, we chose

to deliverMMW as a peer-group workshop. The choice of this format, with

its strong emphasis on women teaching women and on mutual.support, was
appealing for several reasons: it expanded ,the program's resources -= for

- participants would .contribute as well as receive; this approach is roote

positive learning model that builds on the strengths 'of the learners an
induces active learning; and it's more fun for the participants.

Each of the five organizations which implemented the prograM in the
Spring scheduled their workshop series to begin late in April, immediately
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'following the third leader-training meeting.' This Was done intentionally so

that leaders would have each session's material fresh in their minds.

Four organizations held workshop sessions once a week (three on

weekday evenings, one on Saturday mornings) for six consecutive weeks,
thereby completing the series by the end of May. The exception, the Day
Care Council, held sessiohs once every two weks and completed the program
in 4-July.

At our suggestion, enrollment in each workshop series'was limited to 20

women to allOw opportunity for active participation by each individual.
There were, in total, 80 regular attenders, not including those participants
who attended fewer than half the sessions. Interestingly, program attendance

seemed to reflect the enthusiasm of the leadership and in three cases the full
complement of 20 women showed up regularly.

.0'"
O

/ V. PROGRAM IMPACT

This section of the report deals with the effects of MONEY
MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN on the two groups involved in its
implementation: the cooperating community organizations and the leaders
and other women who participated it4he pilot workshop demonstration cycle.

COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS

, Five of the six community organizations that took part in the MMW
project now have both the material and the in-house expertise that willk%

enable them to add MMW to their program offerings on a regular basis. (The

'University Settlement did not participate in this *cycle- of Workshop
demonstrations. Although verlobs substitutes attended the training meetings
and received all the prcigram materials, the settlement house Ated to
postpone their workshop series until the original .leader returnee to work in
late Fall.
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Day Care Council has the sets of materials but lost their traink leaders due

to forced staff cutbacks, at the start of the year). Given the fun ing

problems these and other social- service organizations now face, is

significant that four of them are committed to conducting anothe cycl of

the workshop series this fiscal year (1982).

The staff members trained under the project to lead t e workshop

program not only upgraded their career skillisdas a result of the leadership

training they received -and the subject matter expertise they gained but also,

as a by-project orfheir experience, acquired a new level of confidence in

their ability to direct special projects arr to work with small groups. They
also improved their own money management skills. All rated their training as

Very Good" to "Excellent" and, as importantly, felt, as one woman admitted

with pleased surprise, that the participants "would rate me very highly as a

trainer."

WORKSHOP PARTitIPANT

It was beyond the scope and resources of this project to develop the

quantifiable measures or conduct the type of evaluation that would assess

whether the women who attended the program are now managing their money

more successfully and, if so, in what specific ways. However, analysis of the

observations of project staff members who monitored a total of 15 onsite

workshop sessions and/ the written evaluations workshop leaders submitted

after each session and at the conclusion of the program, indicates that MMW

did make a positive/ difference in the lives of workshop participants. For

example, participants, most of them for the first time in their lives...

l

learned that there is a definite sequence of steps they can take if

they want to gain control over their financial lives. Most were

willing, indeed anxious, to exercise this responsibility.

realized the difference between taking a passive and an active

role in regard to their mhey. By the program's end, all
jparticipants had taken at east the4 first steps toward financial

accountability.

identified some of their financial goals and recognized this as a
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concrete first step toward reaching them. For many women, the
frank acknowledgement of what was important to therh
represented real growth. 4

recognized that they possessed many valuable skills and that many
of these could be used instead of money to obtain certain goods or
services they needed. Within groups, several participahts planned
informal bartering arrangements..

figured out and wrote down on paper the amount (estimated) of
their annual net income .-- and as a result were shocked to realize
that net salary was much less than gross saliry and simultaneously
depressedat what a year's income would add up to, bilt relieved to
finally have this figure know(. As a result, many women started
to plan to upgrade their marketable 'skills so as to be in a better
position to increase their income and achieve greater financial
independence.

learned a technique for breaking down What seemed an amorphous
and, unknowable mass of expenses into categories that made it
easier to see exactly where they were spending their money.
Learning the language of finances was, in and of itself, helpful.
committed to paper estimates of all their expenses for a year, and
saw what proportion of a year's inAme would be spent on fixed
and semi-fixed tessential) expenses, and 'What smaller proportion
would be left for day-to-day expenses. In doing this, participants
overcome some of their fear of figures as well as their fear of
money.

came up with dozens of -specific ideas about how they might
reduce their expenses in almost every category by using just four
general strategies. Surprising 'themselves, participants
demonstrat a willingness to accommodate their ,expendityres to
fit their circumstances.
clarified for themselve which things were and were not
important enough to the to warrant their expense. Almost all
participants learned how values influence their expenditures,
especially_ when the values were unstated.
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kept a running record of all their expenses for
1 at least a' month

and were amazed to find they had not really known how they

spent their money. Almost without exception, participants

-indicated that they would continue this practice.
4' developed and balanced their own- one -year budgeOwhat we

instead called a money management plan to avoid the negative

associations of "budgeting"). Most of the mystique of budgeting

was dissipated. °recognized how often convenience rather than

cost dictated their choices when it meant being, able to avoid

dealing with math. It was evident that many would apply this new

knowledge to their very next purchase of note.

felt more confident of their ability to handle math and gained a

greater awareness of how much math is part of everyday life.

This was illustrated in participants' attempts to compute interest

and discount rates.
learned how to shop for a financial institution; Wow to endorse

cheCks the safest ways; how to write a check for less than 11.00.

New 4check-writing behavior was evident as were some changes

from one to another financial institution a /Or type of account.

came to understand how credit-worthin ss is measured or

determined. Several took 'steps to establish a credit profile;
others began to work toward correcting a blemished one

were surprised that not all creditors comptite revolving credit

account-finance changes in the same way and the effect the
'method they use has on the amount they charge. One of the'

outcomes was a change in credit account use

&cohered that there 'are a number of savings /Investment

opportuities available to them, including IRA accounts and
money market funds. Several of the participants intend to
investlikate these further.

In addition to the ins' hts participants gained about themselves, the
specific information they acquired and the techniques and methods they
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learned and practiced, project staff and the workshop leaders in particular
observed an almost visible gTowth in participants' confidence' and positive
feelings about themselves as the workshop' series progressed. This might be

attributable not only 0 MMW's content and structure whichve had hoped and

intended would give participants a sturdy handle on what many women
perceive as a hopelessly complex and slippery subject,,but also to it's peer-
group format which provided the opportunity and impetus for the large
amount of discussion and the fruitful exchange of information and ideas that
occurred.

Another worthy indictor of program impact is the degree of interest
the program generated among participants as expressed in the high level of

group participation and enthusiasm which kept many workshop sessions
running beyond, the scheduled two hours. In fact, leaders of the largest (i.e..,

full, capacity) groups felt that they would limit future groups to a maximum
of 15 rather than 20 so there would be more time for each member to talk;
and would schedule longer sessions or more sessions to accommodate
participants' desires for more in-depth detailed discussions of program topics.
This level of interest confirmed our original assumption that a longer
program would be well received -- and did much to illustrate for agency
`administrators that women's 'interest ,in money management was stronger
than they had expected.

Finally, a word from the participants themselves. When asked, the
nearly unanimous reply -was that they would do it all again and would
unequivocably recomtned the program to a friend.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ti

4

'''""*Every project funded once anYfor a short duraction must leave a
residue of frustration' for its developers who, having acquired an appreciation
of the progr#m's possibilities and a clearer understanding of the potential
prdblems wad how they might be circumvented, are not able to fine-tune the

4
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program under operating conditions. At least it is true for those of us who

designed and implemehted MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN. Yet,

while we cannot implement the program again, four of the organizations who

participated in the pilot project can and will. In thelospe that others will

undertake this or a similar program for a similar population of women, we

have appended to this report the program syllabus and participant materials

which have been revised in light of our experience in the five pilot.workilops

given this year. In addition, we offer the following generab recommendations

for those who may want to adopt and adapt the program.

Workshop staffing. While two leaders enhance an organizations'

capacity to rut} the program, one workshop leader and one assistant to help

with the workshop's administrative and operational tasks is adequate. This

division of responsibility naturally evolved even in groups with two trained

co-leaders.
Role of Workshop Leader. Any group organized to accomplish.

specific goals needs a leader. With peer-groups, however, the term

"faCilitator" more aptly describes her function. While the MONEY

MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN workshop leader need not be financial planning

expert in order to convey the program material, "she should, by experience or

training .or jnstinct, be able to facilitate learning through group interaction

and involvement -- knowing how to keep conversation on track, when to ,

summarize what has been covered, when and how to make the transition to

the next topic.
I Math segment. This component constitutes a very important part

of the MMW program. It adds novelty,, offers a change of pace, is effective

in illustrating how large a role math plays in everyday life, and participants

are very enthusiastic about it. This component not only introduces the

workshop's only guest but may require the most preparation. Under no

circumstances should a workshop leader undertake to conduct this program

segment by herself. It should be led by a practicing math teacher from a
local junior high school, high school, or c ollege. In a pinch, an elementary

school teacher might serve, if s/he actually enjoys math, is well versed in the

subject, and comfortable in teaching by example rather' than by the textbook.
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The Mathematics Anxiety Rating -Scale (MARS) we used as homework

to prepare participants for this segment could be eliminated entirely or,
better, replaced by a set of homemade questions framed to help participants

recognize that they often overlook the economic implications of their
,

decisions because considering them means having to do some math.

Participant materials. Each participant worksheet that appears in
Appendix E includes both the instructions needed,to complete the exercise
and enough narrative to xplain what the ex me has to do with money
management. This was don urposely to 'rolong the- usefulness of the
materials beyond the pro: a Despi e their stand-alone capabilities, we
recommend that when they are in ..uced du ing the workshop, the group
leader (or someone she appoints) read each worksheet aloud before it is used.

This will insure that .potential misunderstandings of terms or instructions can

be ironed out before participants begin work on the exercise.

A second recommendation regarding program materials is that the 34
worksheets and factsheets provided be supplemented by as many other
relevant materials as possible. Sources for free or low-cost materials would . .

include financial' institutions, offices or departments of consumer affairs,
public utilities, and magazines and newspapers (for financial articles).

Program length. We strongly recommend that MMW be expanded

to at least 18 hours. As it operated this year, MMW was a very tight 12-hour

program. A great deal of ground was covered within a short period of ,time.
That we were successful in accomplishing this feat is largely due to the high
level of participant involvementthrough discussion and carefully focused
activities which translated theory into concrete applications--and the
logically sound sequencing of topics. Even so, 'ever); group leader felt that
participants wanted and would have benefited from having' more time in .

which to explore ideas d to practice techniques. It was Cc; 1cern on the part
of our cooperating in titUtions that this commitment might not be

ti forthcoming that led us o compress what we originally conceived as a 24-
.

hour program into 12 hou s. As it turned out, however, once the program
began, participants' invariably 'found there was far more they ,wanted to
discuss and explore than time allowed.
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As long as the sequence of topics is kept intact, the program could be
lengthened by 'increasing each session to three hours, or expanding the
program to seven or eight. sessions..

Program Topics. pONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN consists

of six modules or sessions, ch laying the foundation for the next. Within

each session topics are introduced in a sequence carefully planned to achieire

a logical flOw from subject to subject arid, most important, to illustrate the
web of inter-relationships that bind discrete topics into a sensible and

. coherent whole. To map, out both the fundamental topics and concepts of
money management' and their relationships within the time allowed, it was

necessary to, omit several topics that participants expressed an interest in
and a, desire to know more about. If the_program can be expanded,, we would

recommend including insurance and money management fundamentals for
children. These topics could logically. relate to and could concilude the
already existing program content.

1/4
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. The Graduate School and University Center
of the City linivetay of New York

Center for Advanced Study in Education
Institute for Research and Development in Occupational Education
Graduate Center: 33 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

(212) 221-3517; 3519

MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to be Another Way"

Orientation/Planning Meeting for
Community Organization Representatives

January 21, 1981 °

AGENDA

INTRODUCTIONS

PROJECT GOALS:, Intended Outcomes and Benefits

PROJECT STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION

Definition of leider training component; mutual
roles' and responsibilities

Defiriition of participant workshop component;,
mutual roles and responsibilities

DEFINITION OF THE TARGET AUDIENCE

REVIEW OF PROPOSED TOPIC OUTLINE FOR WORKSHOP COMPONENT

NEXT STEPS

Selection' of staff tobjead workshop

Training program schedtile and start date

AUdiezce needs/interest survey
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APPENDIX B

Workshop Session Outline
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'WORKSHOP SESSION OUTLINE'

MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to be Another Way"

/ A consumer - education program developed by
the Center for Advanced Study in Education
.Graduate School and University Center

City University of New York

Session #1 WOMEN AND MONEY

How women feel about money and why

)4
What is money anyway?

What a money manager does and why
. .

Session #2 MY PERSONAL MONEY MANAGEMENT PLAN

Step One: What do I want? -- determing our financial
. goals and priorities

Step Two: What do I have to work with? -- estimating
our annual income

. .

Session #3 MONEY MANAGEMENT AND MATH
c.

Step Three: Estimating.our fixed and semi-fixed expenses
Practicing the kind§ of arithmetic that makes managing

our money easier.

Sessi n 114 PUTTING THE-PLAN/TOGETHER-AND MAKING IT WORK

, '' Sitep Four: Est Ling our discretionary (day-to-day)
expenses

.

...

Step FivA: Balancirig our money management plan
StrateAes for cigtting expenses

Session #5 CHECKING AND SAVINGS PLANS

'Jo SWpping for a checking account; "how -tos" of writing,
° and endorsing checks and balanddng a checkbook

.

Shopping for a savings account

Session #6. MANAGING 'CREDIT

Credit: what is it?'
hopping for a loah

stablishing and maintaining a credit rating
s and Don't of credit

r
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Center for Advanced Study in Education/IRDOE
gradUate School and University Center, City University of New York

MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN: There Has to be Another Way

To improve our program about Money Management forJWomen,
we need to know what opinionsand feelings women like yourself hem about money and how to Manage it, and about someother topics such as work'and family. We would like you to answer the following-questions, keeping in mind"that your answers arp,confidential (we don't want yourname), but that they will be very helpful in making dur program more useful and exciting.

Try to be as honest in your opinion as possible. There are no right or wrong answers.Although we would like you to answer all the questions, feel free not to.

Thanks for your help. If when you finish you'd like to know more about this program,ask the person whd.gave you this questionnaire.

1.
1 YOR BACKGROUND. 1

Please check how much schooling you have had:

0 8 years or less

Osome high school

Oh
or equivalent

sc ool diploma

0 some college
4, I ,college degree or more

, Other training; please descr

' 2. Not counting yourself, how many other adults (over age 18) are there in yourhousehold? Of these,"how many work? How many go to school?

3. How many children (under age 18) are there in your household? Of these, howmany go totechool? How many work? ,

4. Including yourself, how many people in your household contribute, money to thefamily's support? ' 8

5. What is'your total household income, adding all:sources of money together?
r-, less than $5,000 a year, or
L--1 about $100 a week

r-1 S5,000 and $10,400 a year
L.--1 (S100 to $200 a week)

r-Ibetween S10,400 and $15,600
1.--1 a year ($200 to $300 a week)

6. Are you now working? ElYes ONo; if no

7. At the present time, are you: 0Married?
E] Single? ElLiving with someone?

S. How old are you2:,

0 Less than 20 Years old

E.:between 20 and 24

Gbetween 25 and 29

D between $15,600 and S20,800 a
yeai ($300 to 1400 a-week)

rimore than S20,800 a year (more
than $400 a week)

, ar ou looking for a

ODiVo /separated?

D. between 30 and 34

1:1 between 35 and 39

0 between 40 and 44

job?[]Yes ONo

;Widowed?

Elbetween 45 and '49.

0 50 years o;d_ or older

What is your racial/ethnic background?

LI Black' aThite OHisoanic ElOriental ElOther; describe:

4
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I YOUR OPINIONS I . .

On this page and.the next are a series of Statements. We would like you to read each one and
decide whether you_ agree or disagree and how strongly you feel. To indicate your opinion,

CIRCLE ®. if you DISAGREE STRONGLY

CIRCLE Vif you DISAGREE SOMEWHAT

Q
CIRCLE 1).if you AGREE SOMEWHAT i

CIRCLE (if you AGREE STRONGLY

Eveu.the experts don't agree about the Wisest ways to spend money 1 2 3 4

Who there is very little money, people have no choices about how to spend it. . . . 1 2 3 4
( I

Men are hotter in math than women are. 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2'3 4
Food i8 usually a family's single biggetit expense

Managing your money is a skill that can be learned

The best way to save is from any money leftover after the b lls are paid 1 2 3 4

You can cut what-you spend without always giving up all you want ..
, 1 2 3 4

A woman who works is not as good a mother as one who stays home 1 i 3 4

People`waite money without realizing it . 1 2 3 4

Children should get an allowance 1 2 3 4

Most people don't use math after they leave school 1 2 3 4
AOK

The richer Am are, the more important financial planning is 1 2 3 4

It doesn't make sense to plan ahead because things. just don't work out that way. . 1 2 3 4

Most couples would feel uncomfortable if the woman managed the money 1 2 3 4

To spend wisely, it helps to understand what you want and what you need' 1 2 3 4

In a family where only one erson earns money, that Arson should have the most to
' say about how the money is 'spent 1 2 3 4

If you knew more math-you would be able to comparison, shop better 1 2 3 4

The worst thing about being poor is riot having any of the things u want 1 2 3 -4

Some people have a "math mind" and some don't!, 1 2 3 4

You can cut down on luxuries, but there is no way to cut down on things you need . 1 2 3 4

Borrowing money is a bad thing to do 1 2 3 4
r

Men and women should be paid the same amount for doing the same kind of work.--. . 1 2 3 4'

One thing wrong with savings accounts is sometimes you lose interest if you
take out your money at the wrong time 1 2 3 4

. ,

Math requires a goad memory I 1 2 3' 4
.

Only the rich can afford to save money .1 2 3 4

`How much a product costs depends on when and where you buy it 1 1 2 3 4

C-2
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AGREE STRONGLY
AGREE SOMEWHAT

DISAGREE SOMEWHAT
DISAGREE STRONGLY,

It'; more important for boys than for girls to db well in math '

Only rich people waste money

I very often feel that heft no control aver my money

.

If both parents work and their child is sick, the mother not the father should stay
home that. day

. .

It's o.k. for different people to spend their money in different ways

.To double a recipe =mama knowing how to 40d or to multiply

A parent should not talk to young children about money Jr

If people have very little money, they should buy only what they need . . . ... .

)Men find it easier to talk.about money than women do /

You have to figure out percentages to know which bank offeA the belt deal in_
checking accounts

,

Life is really a matter of luck

It's impossible for people with very little money to save any money' ,

Buying on an installment plan is good because if you don't like the product you
just stop paying for it

People can get cheated if they don't know how to figure out the sales tax

Some people seem to have a knack for making money go further. . . . 4

Brand names add to the cost of an item
)

4 ,

I don't always 'figure out the best buy because I don't want to bother doing the
math it requires

The advice of sales people should be weighed carefully

Mathcan be helpful if you want to make window curtains

The way a persbn spends her money can tell a lot about her goals is life

In figuring out what you earn at work, it makes sense to add in what your boss
pays for your hospitalization and other fringe benefits

Although we all do it, it's not a good idea to buy on credit

There is some truth in the statement that "you get what you pay for"

Most women work outside the home to earn money

'? Even if they end up with the same amount of money, most people would rather work
at any job than be supported by the government .... r

:-Most adults would feel funny admitting they don't know how, to write a check
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1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 T 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3
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1 2 3 4

I 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 . 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 '3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 1 4

I 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
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Below are ;owe topics we are thinking about including in our program. We need to know how 4140
you already know about them, and whether you are interested in learning more. What we'd ltke to;

FIRST, to find-aut what you know. Read through the topics ana check '/whether you naw think.
70276ow A LOT, SOME, or VERY LITTLE about each one- Use the columns on the LEFT.

spmp, go through the list again, and for each topic tell us whether you would like to know
adore:` Use the columns at the RIGHT. A checkt/in the NO column means you are not intergs;e4
in the topic. A checksein the YES column means you would like more information.

1 KNOW...
.

. .
T'4 RE
MORE...

LOT
SOME VERY

LITTLE .

TOPICS
NO YES

-

how to figure "real" income (the money I can count on to come in)

how to plan a monthly budget .

. _

how to figure out what I must pay out each month
- At

why saving money is important -

how to go about saving money

what buying on installments ans really cost

how to compute the interest I pay when I buy on credit or
borrow money 4

the differences among types of checking accounts

if it pays for me to use checks or money orders,

how to open a checking account

if it pays to buy or to rent things I don't use verl often

how to compare house brands, name brands, and no-name products .

T

when buying in bulk is wise
.

f
/ how a shopping list can save money

if I give up anything by buying wholesale or in discount
stores or factory outlets

if there are better times of the year to buy things
,

,

Ilif I need my ex-husband's social security number
.

.

what an employer can deduct from a pay check 0
,

how to balance a checkbook ,

whether a woman in my position needs insurance
i

what a passbook loan is
i

what happens if I don't stick to my budget $

what I can do to protect my social security payments

how to stretch my money

why a woman should keep a copy of her divorce agfeement

if it's illegal to stop payment on a check

Show and when to ask a bank manager for help

what are the better ways to borrow money

if I can establish my own credit and why I should
1

what depositing by mail really means
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT

The last page of the questionnaire asked respondents to indicate which
of 30 topics they would like to know more about. The following table
lists the 14 in which 75 percent or more of the respondents expressed
an interest. The brackets to the right show the broad program areas
under which discussion of these specific topics were subsumed. The
bracket to the left indicates topics that would have been covered, along
with others, in a session on "Insuring Your Future", if the program could
have been designed 'as originally intended.

TABLE A

Topics of Most Interest

How to stretch my money

Percent of-

Respondents

95%

What I do to my

95

15e:

can protect social security
payments

Better ways to borrow money

How to compute the interest I pay when I buy
on, credit or borrow money

How to save money

92

87

What an employer can deduct from a paycheck 87 AkWirli

40$440164Dmr
Whether I can establish my own credit rating RAW
and why I should 84 >

Whether there are better times of the year to
buy things

4.

Whether insurance 83a woman needs

How to figure "real" tqcome (the money I can
count on to come in) 80

caw
How to plan a monthly budget 80

If I give up anything by buying ,wholesale or
in discount stores-or factory outlets 79

What buying on installment plans really cost 37

How and when ask a bank manager for help 76
OMPOS
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RESPO ENTS'' OPINIONS

On pages two and three of the.gttstionnaire respondents were asked to

indicate how strongly they agreed or disagreed with each of the 52 state-.,

sments.. Table'B below and on page . C-7 lists these statements in descending
,order based on the mean score. The following scale was used:

1 = Disagree'Strong/y 3 = Agree Somewhat
2 = Diiagree Somewhat 4 = Agree Strongly

7-4

TABLE B

*4.

Respondents' Mean Ratings of 52 Statements

Mean
core

Men and women should be paid the same amount for
doing the same kind of work 3.95

Managing your money is a skill that can be learned 3.76

To spend wisely, it helps to understand what you
want and wheat you owed

Bow much a product costs depends on when and where
you buy it 3.60

It's alright for different people to'spend their
in different ways 3.55

Br_ s add to the cost of an item 3.48

Math can be helpfiti if you want to make window
curtains 3.48

1,4;ople waste money without realizing it 3.48

Most couples would feel uncomfortable if thevoman
managed the money 3.42

Some people have a knack for making nrney go further 3.34

To double a recipe means knowing how to add orto
multiply 3.33

Children should get an allowance 3.32

You can cut what you spend without always giving
up everything you want 3.21

Most women work outside thhome to earn money 3.20

The advice of sales people should be weigged
carefully 3.17

Borrowing money is a bad thing to do

In fi
4, _I

guring out what you earn at work, it makes
sense to add in what your employer pays for your

hospitalization insurance and other fringe benefits 3.16.

The thing wrong with aaving accounts is that some -'
times you lose interest/if you take out your money
at the wrong time 3.11

41 Even the experts ton't agree about the wisest ways
to spend money 3.09

'here is som truth in the statement that "you get
what you pay for." 3.09t

People-can get cheated if they don't know how to
figure out the sales tax 3.00.,
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The way a person spends her money can tell a lot about her

goals in life
2.97

wen if they and up with the soma amount of money, eimot

people would rather work at' any job then be supported by

the goverment
2.90

e If people hive very little sooty, they should buy only

whet they need
2.81

Some people haws a "each mind" and some don't 2.79

Um have to figure out percentages to know which bank

offers the best deal in checking accounts 2.76

a Most adults would feel funny admitting they don't know

how to write a check 4 ?
2.76

*Although we all do it. it's not a good idea to buy on

credit ...
4 ... 2.74

You can cut down on uxuri6s, but there is no way to cut

ddwn on things you need
2.65.

When there is very little money, people have no choice about

how to spend it
2.60

I very often feel that I have no control over my money 2.57

The best way to save is from any money left over after

the bills are paid
2.46

It's ispossible for people with very little money to

saVe'any money
2.41

food is usually a'family's single biggest expense 2.39

The richer you ate. angora important financial planning

is
2.34

If you knew more math you would be able to comparison

shop better
,

2.28

Math requires a good memory
2.27

Mean
Score,

I don't always figure out the best buy because I don't

want to bother doing the meth it requires 2.16

In a family where only one person earns money, that parson

should have the most to say about, ow the money is spent .. 2.11

The worst thing about being poor ie nqt having any of the

things you want
2.07

ellen find it easier to talk about motley than women do 1.97

Oalz the rich can afford to SAM inner
1.90

If both parent work and their child is sick, the mother

not the father Should stay home that 64
1.80

e Life is really a matter of luck
1.79

e MOSI people don'c use oath after they leave school 1.72

It dirsn't *eke sou* to plan ahead hams. things

Just don't work out that way ....% t 1.69

I Men are better in oath than womsa are 1.05

A woos in-who works is not as good a mother as one

who stays home,
1.41

Buying on an thetallsent plan is good because if you

don't like the product you just OOP paying for It 1.26

A parrot should not talk to young children about money 1.23

Only iich people %nate sonny
1.18

It's more important for boys Op for girls to do well

in each
= 1.11

11
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to be Another Way"

APPENDIX D

, syLLAiug,r
SESSION #1: WOMEN AND MONEY 1

SESSION #2: 'MY PERSONAL MONEY MANAGEMENT-FLAN 5

SESSION #3: MONEY AND MATH 8

SESSION #4: PUTTING THE PLAN TOGETHER AND
MAKING IT WORK 11,

SESSION #5: CHECKING AND SAVINGS PLANS 14

SESSION #6: MANAGING CREDIT

0

.4 .
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SESSION #1: WOMEN AND MONEY

Leader's Guide

This first session in the MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN warkshourogram foCuses on

participants' feelings about money and on a number.of the attitudes and myths

about money that women share which often-prevgnE them from exercis*g greater

control over their personal financial affairs. Participants are encouraged to

recognize that they are, in fact, already money managers, but that by viewing

money as simply another personal resource, by adopting a more systematic approach

and some of the technicides used by professional money managers, they might become

even more skillful ones.

Supporting Materials. '

t Newsprint sheets, tape, and crayons (or blackboardchAlk & eraser)

Name tags for participants and Leaddi'

Participant Roster

Attendan Sheet for Session #1

'a $2. ill

Penis (one for each participant)
4

Folders labeled with participants' names and containing one copy each of
the following:

-The Introductory Letter'from your agency
-Workshop Session Outline #1.1
-Feeling Good, WdrkSheet #1.2

yo'be distributed during thp session (one for each participant; except
as noted)

-Bartering, Worksheet #1.3
-What a Money Manager Does, Factsheet 11.4
-Consumer Choices:_ Exploring Options, Factsheet #1.5
-Expense Diaries (small notebooks)
The Lottery,homework Worksheet 1)I.6

D-I
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Components Length

A. WELCOME 4 '10 minutes

The purpose of this component is-to provide participants with an

OVerview pf the workshop and to. welcome them to the ptogram:

Activities

Introduce yourself (Leader) and any'other agency personnel
present and welcome participantato the MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR
WOMEN program.

Have each participant introduce herself in turn

Distribute materials folders

Outl e topics that will be covered,in each workshop
on

Describe your peisonal expwtations for the program

B. WOMEN'S ATTITUDES TOWARD MONEY 4d minutes . ,

Purpose: to increase participants' awareness that many of the

negative attitudes they haye toward money are shared'by women

generally, to explore how such attitudesthave developed, and how

they often prevent women from exercising greater control over their

financial affaire. i;

Activities

4 Conduct Feeling Good exercise (Worksheet #1.2)

Discuss participants''past association with money.

Discuss participants' current feelings and practices

concerning money.

Summarize the discussion by outlining the major factors
that contribute to many women's generalized anxiety

about money.

`
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C. NEW WAYS OF .LOOKING AT MONEY 40 minutes

Purpose:- to introduce the view that money is simply a personal

tool, or resource, and like other persOnal resources, is controlled

by its owner.

Activities

r.

Hold up a $20 bill and ask "What is this?"

Summarize responses, stressing the point that people
control money, not vice versa.

Introduce definition of money as a personal resource
that shares certain Characteristics with other,personal
resources like time and skills, all three, for example,
can be exchanged for goods and services.

Distribute Worksheet #1.3, Bartering; read, and do exercise.

D. WHY MANAGE MONEY? 15 minutes

Activities

Discuss why resources are managed--asking for examples
'of how participants manage their resources of time and
skill.

Distribute What a Money Manager Does, Factsheet #1.4;
read; discuss similarities' between what a money manager
does and what participants-do in managing their time,
for example.

Focps disdussion on the role.of identifying alternatives
in decision making and distribute Factsheet #1.5, Consumer
Choices. Read an&discuss.

Distribute Expense Diaries and explain their purpose and
how to-use them.

r. LOOKING AHEAD a
10 minutes

Purpose: to formally conclude the first session, interest par

ticipants in the upcoming session,iron out any potential
N

schedulin4problems, and assign homework.,

D-3
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. Activities

Briefly describe what will be covered in Session #2.

Discuss any problems participants may have with-the

workshop schedlite .

Assign homework for the week:
a) begin recording all expenses in Expense Diary
b) complete the LOTTERY Worksheet (#1.6)

Ir

)

D-4
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SESSION #2: MY PERSONAL MONEY MANAGEMENT PLAN -\

Leader's Guide

In this session participants take the first two steps toward developing

their own personal money management plan -- determining their financial

Tals and priorities, and estimating their total family income for-the

current year.

n 1,

Supporting Materials

Blackboard, chalk and eraser, OR newsprint (2 to 4 sheets) and
large crayon

Lined scratch paper for participants

To be distributed during the session (one for each participant,
except as noted):

-.My Financial Goals, Worksheet #2.1 (2 per participant)
-The Daley's Dilemma, Worksheet #2.2
-gstimating Annual Family Income, Worksheet #2.1 (21,per
particiPant).,-

-Mathematics-Anxiety Rating Scale, Form A (MARS)

k

Components
A J

A. WELCOME BACK

Activities

*.yeclome participants

4` DidEuss participants' progress-on and.reactiOns to keeping
V ' theft Expense Diaries

.

,A

Length

'15 minutes

B. MY FINA AL GOALS AND PRIORITIES 60 minutes

The intent of this component is to establish the importance of

personalfinancial goals in, designing a money management plan; to

help each participant define her goals and priorities; and to



A

suggest ways that family members, whope.financial goals differ, may

resolve gonflicts over how money is to be spent.

Activities

Review Lottery responses asclues to understanding values
and goali.'

Discuss why explicitly stated goali are important to a

money management plan.

Distribute and complete My Financial Goals (Worksheet #2.1).

Pair participants to simulate how family members with dif-
ferent pals might reach a compromise on how to spend $600.

Distribute, read, and do the exercise described in The

Dale 's Dile... (Worksheet #2.2).

C. ESTIMATING INCOME .
35 minutes

Purpose: to have participants progress through the second stdp_of a

one-year personal money management plan--estimating annual family
.

income.

Activities

Discuss usual sources of income.

Explain how to estimate regular and (especially) irregular

income.

Distribute, read, and complete a first draft of Worksheet
#2.3, Estimating Annual Family Income. When participants
have completed their worksheets, talk about how they felt

doing the exercise.

D. COMING ATTRACTIONS 10 minutes

. Purpose: to formally conclude this session and motivate participants

to attend the next.

Activities

Give highlights of Session #3.

e
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Distribute a4aecond Financial Goals and Annual Income
worksheet for use at home and a MARS questionnaire to
each participant.

Assign homework:

-continue Expense Diary .

-discuss Financial Goals exercise with family
-check figures at home on Family Income worksheet and
revise if necessary

-complete MARS-A questionnaire and bring to next session.

4

D-7
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#3:'SESSION #3. MONEY AND MATH
',

Leader's Guide

During the first half of this session participants eqtimite their fixed .

sir

and semi-fixed expenses for the current year. This is the third step in

the 401;elopment of their personal money management plans. The second half

of the session introduces a gues mathemtigan under whose guidance par-

ticipants discuss their experiences, problems, and suceesse§ with math; and

review, by working on sample problems drawn from everyday life, types of

arithmetic-concepts, computations, and. calculations used in money manage-

ment (e.g., adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing whole numbers,

fractions, and decimals; translating fractions into decimals and percen-

tages and vice versa).

Supporting Materials--

Blackboard, chalk 4 eraser, OR newsprint, tape, and large crayon

Lined scratch paper for participants

To be distributed during the session (one for each participant,
except as noted)

-Important Family Documents and Financial Records, Factsheet #3.1

- Estimating Fixed and Semi-Fixed Expenses, Worksheet #3.2

(two for each participant)
-A Typical' Problem, Worksheet.U.3
-(Everyday) Percentages, Factsheet #3.4
-(Everyday) Fractions, Factsheet #3.5
-(Everyday) Decimals, Factsheet #3.6
,-Math Games, Factslieet 413.7

-What's Left Over, Worksheet 13.8

Components Length

A. WELCOME BACK 10 minutes

Welcome participants.

Briefly introduce guest mathematician and explain what her
role will be later in the 'session.

0
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if"
Review homework assignments: progress on Expense Diary;
family discussion of financial goals; checking estimated
income figures.

Distribute and discuss Factsheet #3.1, Family Documents
and - Financial Records.

Collect the MARS:

B. ESTIMATING FIXED AND SEMI-FIXED EXPENSES 40 minutes
(

The purpose of this component is to define three major categories

of expenses; to show how expenses can be systematically estimated;

and to convey the concept that when saving is ranked as an important

expense, the likelihood that money will actually be saved increases.

Activities

Define and discuss Fixed and Semi -Fixed Expenses.

Distribute Worksheet #3.2, Estimating Fixed and Semi-
Fixed Expenses: read and complete.

C. MATH 15 minutes /

The goal of this portion of the session is to help the group

identify how the problem of math anxiety leads to avoidance of

situations involving numbers; and to have the group practice

basic arithmetic manipulations needed to effectively manage

financial resources. This activity is led by the guest math-

'ematidian with support from the workshop Leader.

Activities

Mathematician offers allay definition of math anxiety,
describes typical symptoms, and cites types of exper-
iences that often trigger its onset.

Participants discuss experiences with math and math teachers,
and feelings when faced with having to do math.

D-9
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themAtic n summarizes iscussion and suggests that

i past negat e experiences ften inhibit people from
latet attempting to deal w th math at all.

06 MONEY,MARAGEMENT AND MATH 70 minutes

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the number ofways

\Math is involved in out everyday livas; to teview basic facts about'

fractions, decimals, and p tagesl and to provide participants

an'opportUnity to sueessfully "solve" I comparison shopping problem

w/tblhath.

. Activities

Distribute Worksheet #30, A*Typical Problem, have par-
ticipants-read the problem and '(a) write down their
emotional reactions to the prbblem and (b) solve

Mathematician determines which parts o£ the problem present
the most difficulty and focuses on those as she works
through the problem step by step on the blackboard or

newsprint sheet.

Distribute Factsheets #3.4, (Everyday) Percentages;
#3.5 (Everyday) Fractions; and 413.6 (Everyday) Decimals.

Mathematician discusses each factsheet with participants,
working at the board to illustrate the processes.

Mathematician distributes Pactsheet #3.7, Math Games, and
goes through the statements oneat a time, pointing out
the fallacies each embodies.

E. CONCLUSION

Activities

Invite group, to stay'for a question -and- answer p with

the guest mathematician.

Assign homework:

--continue recording purchases4ntepOnse Diary and bring
it to the next session

-distribute Worksheet #3.7, What'a,Left_OVhr,.and explain
how to complete it
-compare figureS used in estimating fixed and semi-fixed
expenses with records at home and revise if necessary
(distribute a second copy of fotm to each participant).

10 minutes



SESSION #4: PUTTING THE PLAN TOGETHER AND MAKING IT WORK'

Leader's Guide

Participants complete their personal money management plans in this session

by estimating their discretionary expenses, comparing their estimated expenses

(fixed + semi-fixed + discretionary) with their annual estimated income, and

discussing four general strdtegies for bringing expenses into balance with

income.

Supporting Materials

'Blackboard, chalk & eraser, OR newsprint, tape, and marking crayon
a

Lined scratch paper for participants

To be distributed during the 'session (one for each participant, except
as noted)

-It's Up To Me: Discretionary Expenses, Worksheet #4.1 (two for
each participant)

-How Can I Cut My Expenses, Worksheet' /4.2

-PARTICIPANT take-home PACKETS containing one each of the following:*.

Before You Buy, Worksheet #4.3 ' .

"Best Buys" Calendars for Fresh Fruits' and Vegetables, Factsheet
#4.4

"Consumer's When-To-3uy Calendar 1981," U.S. Office of Consumer's
Education

"How to Cut Energy Costs ia your Apartment", Con Edison flyer

"Ten Ways to Save on:Food" New York City Department
"Supermarket Checklist" of, Consumer Affairs ,.
"The Consumer Affairs InformationGuide" booklets.

"How to get the most out of your phone%service" New York Tele-
"Interstate long distance calling guide" phone Company
"A short course in long distance" flyers.

-How Do We Make Financial Transactiops?, homework Workstitet-/4.5.

*NOTE: The'thAe worksheets included in these packets appear in Appendix D.
Other materials will need to be assembled by the workshop coordinator.
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Component Length

A. WELCOME BACK s
15 minutes

Welcome participants and ,continue to take attendance

Outline day's activities

Discuss homework: expense Diary progress; checking of EsfAmated
Fixed and.gemi-FiXed Expenses (Worksheet #3.2); and completion
of What's Left Over (Worksheee #3.7)

ESTIMATING DISCRETIONARY EXPENSES 40 minutes

o -
The aim of this segment,is to reinforce the distinction between

discretionary and'fixed and semi-fixed expenses; to introduce a

system for classifying discretionaty expenses; and to provide an

opportunity for participants to estimate how much they expect to

spend on discretionary purchases this year.

Activities

A .

Define Discretionary4Expenses.
#;-`\r!

Distribute Worksheet #4.1, It's Up To Me:, DacretIonary
Expenses, and,react page 1,

. $

inDiscuss types of items that might be included in each
1P

o. . discretionary expense subcategory. .

Have participants complete Worksheet #4..1.

Discuss how the Expense Diary can be used to produce
estimates better in line with spending patterns and,
later, to identify where actual spending differs from
estimates. ,

4, C. BRINGING THE PLAN INTO BALANCE'....

The purpose ok this component islto'introduce techniques that can

help participants determine where,. how, and by hoW'much expense

estiwatel c an be cut to bring income and spending,into balance.
,

r
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Activities

a

Use tomework Worksheet #3.7 (What's Left Over) to compute
total annual estimated expenses and the amount by which
expenses are estimated to exceed income:

Distribute Worksheet #4.2, How Can I Cut My Expenses and
scratch paper; read first two paragraphs aloud than turn
to page 2 to discuss whether participants agree or disagree,
with the answers given to the question "Can This Expense be
Reduced?"

Of the expense categories with checks in the "Yes" column
(i.e., those that can be cut or eliminated), have par-
ticipants circle 'threir in which they do not want to make
any spending cuts, then circle three others where cuts
would be least important to them.

Refer participants to their Expense Worksheets #3.2 and
#4.2, to locate the annual total they estimated for
these three least important categories and reduce them by
25 percent.

Apply a "reasonablen§s" test to each new total ("Can
live with this each week/month?")

Proceed to other expense categories one at a ti. me in

order of least preference, and repeat this process, But
.

now only at a 1 percent redUction rate, until estimated
expenses balanc es imated income--ountil time is up
(in which case part ipants will continue on their owne f
at home).

Introduce four.ge eral strategies for reducing spending:

substituting, comparison shopping, cutting back, and
-eliminating.

Return to Worksheet #4.2 and discuss in what sp cific ways
expenses coati' be reduced by applying these strategies.

Distribute participant take-home packets. (Discuss one
or more of the,enclosures if there is time.) -

(-1

Congratulate participants on the completion (or near
completion) of their plans, reiterate the purpose of
such plans; and summarize th' five steps they Went
through to create a personalized plan of their own.

It. LOOKING AHEAD 10 minutes

II Brief overview of Session 115.

Distribute homework Worksheet 114.5, How Do We Make Financial
Transactions?

D-13
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SESSION #5: CHECkING AND SAVINGS PLANS A;

tpAder's'Guide

In this session participants (a) consider the possible advantages and

disadvintlges of using cash,,caah-equivalen ; of Pergoftal checks to

, cart tint financial transactions; (b) examine the distinguishing features

ok regular; pecial, and interest- beating checking plans and seven types
,.

,

of savings/investment plant (day-to-deir-saviligs accounts ctime or e'r-
,

.iikicate accounts, club plans, individnalIension or retirement plans,

company thrift or pension plans, Series EE U.S. Savings Bonds, and money

market funds); and (c) discuss how-The terms that govern any iypeof

checking or savings plan are likely to differ from financial institution

to financial institution (or company to company in theCese of company -

1

sponsored plans).

\ k
:NJ

Supporting Materials

Blackboard, chat and eraser, OR newsprint sheets; tape; and*
marking crayon

A blank check (otion61)
*t.-

To be distributeOluntng the session (one'for eacYParticipant)

- Making Payment's:. Which Method Works Best for Me?, Worksheet
45.1

-Converting a.Check into,Cash, Ficisheet #5.2
-Writing Checks- and-Recording Transactions, Factsheet #5,3'
-How to Balance You CheckboOk, Faciaheet 45.4
- The Importance Of5Intetest Rates, Factaheet #5.5 '

- Booklets) Outlining terms of IRA and KEOGH plans offered
by one or more banks

D-14
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Components

A. WELCOME BACK

'1

Give brief summary of the topics to be covered today.

Review,participant responses
Make Financial Transactions,
.cost, as well as the ease of
safety it provides.

Length

15 minutes

to Worksheet #4.5, How Do We
discussing each meths:kits "hidden"

recordkeeping, convenience, and C-

'

B. CRECKINt PLANS

I The purposes of this part of the session are to illustrate that the

decision to open a checking account actually involves two choices;

a choice among types of accounts and one among banks; to idehtify"

factors (criteria) upon which those choices can be based; and-`to

review such chack.and checking related activities as openirig an

account, endorsing and writing checks, recording checkiAg trans-

actions, and bIllancing a checkbook.

Activities

45 minutes

Distribute and coppldte Worksheet #5.1, Making Payments:
Cash or Check?

Discuss.possible advantages of a chee g account.

Describe how Regular or Balance) accounts, Special (or .

Economy) accounts, and NOW accounts differ from each other;

Discuss how the terms of a checking plan may differ from
financial institution to financial institution.

Describe the procedure for opening a checking account.

Distribute, read, and discuss Factsheet #5.2, Converting
a Check into Cash.

0.
Distribute Factsheet #5.3, Writing Checks and Recording
Transactions; read and discuss points as you Fo along.

Distribute Factsheet #5.4, How to Balance Your Checkbook;
-lead an discuss only if group feels this is necessary and
you determine there is enough time to do so.

D-15.
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C. SAVINGS PLANS 50 minutes

Purpose: to examine reasons for savings plans and the types of

savings/investment plans available to small investors as we1.1 as

the factors to weigh in deciding what type of plan and what

financial institution best meets'an individual's needs.

Activities

Discuss general reasons for savings plans.

Discuss the factoTs/to weigh in choosing a savings plan

(e.g. minimum dep it, rate of interest, frequency of'com-

Tounding,

Didtribute and discuss Factsheet'#5.5, The Importance of

Interest Rates.

I

,Describe and -- discuss -the basic features of Day-to-Day_Accounts,
Certificate or*Time accounts, Club savings plans, individual
pension or retirement pldhs, 'company- sponsored thrift or pension

C plans, U.S. Savings Bonds-Series EE,/and money market funds.
akr

Distribute brochures'from several financial institutions to
illustrate how the terms gOverning one or more of the plans

discussed vary from institution to institution.

D. PREVIEW OF SESSION #6 10 minutes

V Summarize what will be covered in the workshop's last

session,

Ask each participant to bring in copies (enough for the

group) of's flyer outlining the terms of a loan plan
available from her local lending institution (credit union,
bank, finance cotpany) .

D-16 73



SESSION #6: MANAGING CREDIT
I

4
Leader's Guide

The final session of MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN focuses on a money manager's
,

fourth resource: credit. The session begins with participants' defining

I

, credit, discussing i s

C
advantages and disadvantages, and considering some of

the sound and unsound reasons for its use. Types of credit arrangements are

then discussed as well as credit costs, the advantages of shopping for fi-

nancing, and traditional loan sources. An examination of the criteria

creditors use in.determining credit worn Hess, reasons credit applications

may and may not be turned down, and a review of credit management guidelines

complete the session.

Supporting.Materials -*4

Blackboard, chalk, and eraser, OR newsprint, tape, marking crayon

To be distributed during the session (one for each participant)

-Borrowing and Buying on Credit: Yes or No?, Factsheet #6.1
- A Comparison, Worksheet #6.2

-If You Use Open-End Credit, You Should Know, Factsheet 16.3
-Shopping for a Loan, Factsheet-46.4
-If You're Denied Credit, Factsheet #6.5
-Basic Do's and Don'ts ofCredit, Factsheet #6.6
- When In Over Your Head,Factsheet #6.7
- Booklets from two or more banks describing the terms they offer
for the same type of special-purpose loan (e.g. auto, home mortgage,
home improvement.)

Components Length

A. WELCOME 5 minutes

Welcome participants to this concluding session of MONEY
MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN and briefly summarize today's activities.

D-17



B. CREDIT: WHAT IS IT? 45 minutes

This segment seeks to deepen participants' awareness of credit's

dual nature and the differences between open-end and closed-end

credit arrangements.

Activities

4, Ask participants to define credit in their own words.
Summarize their responses, highlighting the'point that
in essence, credit is simply a method of borrowing money.

Elicit participants' ideas about the advantages and the

disadvantages of using crtiiit.

Distribute Factsheet #6.1, Borrowing and Buying on Credit:

Yes or No? and discuss each situation listed, or if
appropriate, concentrate on those in which borrowing

would be unwise.

Explain the difference between open-end (or revolving)
credit-and closed-end credit.-

Discuss the distinguishing features of such open-end
credit,arrangements as personal charge accounts at
local stores, single-purpose credit cards, store charge

accounts (3Q-day and revolving), multi-purpose credit
cards), and line -of- credit or o'erdraft checking account

privileges.

Restate the essential difference between open-end and
closed end credit arrangements (e.g., installment plans
and loans). 4

Discuss the terms a consumer typically is asked to abide
by under an installment plan agreement.

Describe and discuss the five most-common types of loans
bank credit card loans, passbook loans, life insurance loans,
second mortgages (if a homeowner), an unsecured personal

loans -- in terms of eligibility re irements, relative cost,

amount that can be borrowed, and how they are obtained.

Distribute the special-purpose loan brochures and use to
discuss the ways in which loan terms differ from bank to

bank.

C. THE ':OST OF CREDIT 30 minutes

D-18
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/ Purpose: to il.ustrate how 4redit'Chaues are calculated and acquaint '

.
4 S9

participants with the terms nuance Charge and Annual (or Effective)

Percentage Rate (APR) and how they can betlitad to determine which

finfncing arrangement will be.least 4stly.

144

EXplain how the ddsclosttre requirements mandated. by the Truth
In%Lending Act enable consumers to compare credit costs from
different sources. °

Explain the meaning of'441,e termsFinance Charge and Annual
(or Effective) Percentage Rate (APR).

Distribute Factsheet #6.2, If You Use Open-End Credit, You
Should Know...; read aloud and discuss.

41; G* over the definition's of Finance Charge and Annual (or
Effective Annual} Percentage Rate. Use as an example a

_ $100, onelYear loan to illustrate how the Finance Charge
"and APR'ate cilculkted (a) when the loan is paid in a lump
sum' at the -e114 of the year; and (b) when it is paid back in
equal, monthly payments.

Distribute Wrksheet #6.3, A Comparison; read first two para-
graphs, allow participants'stveral minutes,to consider the ,

options, (then ask for opinions; turn work4heet over and discuss
the answers given on the back.

Diitribute Factsheet #6.4, Shopping For a Loan; read and dismiss.
,

Describe how commercial banks, thrift institutions, credit
unions, finance companies, life insurance companies, pawn
brokers, and loan sharks differ in terms of the types of
loans offered, eligibility standards; interest rates, and

.

safety or protection.

ESTABLISHING A CREDIT RATING ., 20 minutes

The Objective of this component is to

credit ratings are determined andfiow

maintained,

outline the process by which

a cxedit history 'is built and

I .
Activities

r+-

Describe the role of credit bureaus and how to cbtain,a copy
and, if necessary, have changes made in your credit record.

D-19 '
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Discuss the factors -- capacity, character, collateral --
creditors consider in rating an applicant's credit-
worthiness.

Distribute Factsheet #6.5, If You're Denied Credit; read
and discuss

Elicit suggestions from grp about what one might do to
start building a good "credit History." Add other ideas
if necessary to arrive at a minumum of six.

E. MANAGING CREDIT " 15 minutes

The aim here is to reinforce the workshop's theme that active

management of resources, of which credit is one, is the key to

acktevin g control over the financial aspects of our

Activities

Distribute Factsheet #6.6, Basic Do's and Don'ts of Credit;

read-and-discuss each point.- -

Distribute Factsheet #6.7, When.In Over Your Head: read
and discuss.

F. FAREWELL

'Summarize what participants have done during the course
of the workshop and congratulate them on their accomplish-

,-

ments.

Describe your personal feelings about the workshdp and
working with this 'group of women

Conclude with a lersonil goodbye.

D-20
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to -be Another Way"

A consumer-education program developed by
the Center for Advanced Study in Education

Graduate School and University Centet
City University of New York

imisaumssaiasssmani

Session #1 WOMEH-AND MONEY

How women feel about money and why
What is money anyway?
What a money manager does and why

Session #2 4MY PERSONAL MONEY MANAGEMENT PLAN

Step One: What do I want? -- determing our financial
goals and priorities

Step Two: -What doI have to w k with? -- estimating
our annual income

Seision #3 -MONEY'HANAGEMENT AND MATH

#1:1

Step'Three: Estimating our fixed and semi>-fixed expenses
Practicing the kinds of arithmetic that makes managing

our money easier

Session #4 PUTTING THE PLAN TOGETHER AND MAKING IT WORK

Step Four: Estimating our discretionary (day-to-day)
expenses

Step Five: Balancing our money management plan
Strategiessfor cutting expenses

Session #5 "'CHECKING AND.SAVINGS PLANS

Snapping fora checking account; "how-tos" of writing
and endoising checks and balancing a checkbook

l Shopping for a savings account

-
Session #6 MANAGING CREDIT

Credit: what is it?'
, Shopping for 'a loan

istablishing and maintaining a credit rating
Do'ernd Don't of credit

ti °
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MONEY MANAGEMENT Fa WOMEN
"There Has to be Another Way"

FEELING GOOD

111.2

At various times in our lives, each.of us has done things that made us

feel good about ourselves. This good feeling'is sometimes related to a public

success, such as winning an award or speaking in front of a group; sometimes

to a private one, like finishing a'book,or fixiireia a broken lamp.

In the two-boxes below, describe two thAgs that you did that made you

feel good about you'rself. They can be'big or small; public or private; the

important thing is that they made you feel good. 'Think back over your.fntire

life 4 things you did that made you feel good when you were younger as well

as more recent accomplishkents.

I FELT GOOD ABOUT MYSELF WHEN

1. .

about how old were you

E 2 80
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NOW, in box number 3 belo* escribe something you did ivolving

money that made you feel go about yourself.

'*

6:4ASE/ CabOE, 1981
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' Justus you exchangeneney for products and servi

ihAtyou,can offer in'return for thing; you want and n

4 are dkills'and time. l
,

MONEYMANAGEHENT FOR W
"There Has to be Another

BARTERING: What can I offer? What an I ask for?

es, you haye other resources

ed. These other resources

.:.

BARTERING refers to any trade df4products or ser ices that does not involve ttie

- direct rranafeti%of money. Whenever we'exchange favors with other people we engage

in a'form of bartering% Fdr exaple, if you run an er and for a friend and in
--

return she babysits f you, you 'are involved in a bar Gering situation. BARTERING,o

1

6

#1.3

as'a means for exchin

Eva-lone has certa

to gew a hem.; Your neigh

unable tp hang a picture4

together and:ttracie skills

for things or services we want. Foar'.exttple, if we decide to walk to'a store insteacP:.

of taking a bus or subway, we,Aphan6 our time to save money.

(s a valuable alternative to money.

tou may be handy with tools, but not know how

nor, on.,&he other hand, may be a good seamstress, but

Withcitit relying on money, the two Of youcould come

.. In dchtion to special skills, we can exchange our time

(

oe

What skills or time couldyou offerkto a friend, neighbor, relative, or Pven

to a stranger in achange for, spmethiA'you want. in return? Ts,exerCise can help

_ you develop a bartering system. On the next page is a list of items which .could

be exchanged. Reid through"ehe list and in the blank,spaces ada,other services you

might be able to provi4e. Insthe first column ("What can
. %

ffer?")3on the bottop

of page 2, write in the services your can ,offer. text, min themecond column, -( "What

do I want ? "), list the services you might want in return. Now, whai`service in

colwen 1 could you exchange-for a serVioe in column 2? Draw a line between an

item ydn can offer and any one thing you Want.

You're not finished yet. Notice the e ple we wrote in: we will Offer to seer

hems for a friend in return fof having her cold -our hair. But an important part

of bartering is to figure out what would be a fair trade: how many hems is a hair

coloring worth? This is a personal decision and depends%on thiw much something

worth to you! You might agkee with the example that one hair CofOring is worth three .e

skirt hems. Write that in the columnIalled "Exchange Rate". Figure out similar

"exc1inge rates': fair trades)for each set of services you want to exchange.

. It*

It might be fun to work on this exercise with frie%4 and form your own BARTERING

CLUB as the other groups have done.

E-4/ 82
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SAMPLE ITEMS YOU CAN BARTER"

BARTERING/'page 2

i

BabysIct

Shop

,Do errands.. ,

1

.Repair appliances.

Decorate
. ..

Cut or style heir-
7°

Cook

Do houseWork

Sew

Provide a ride.

(if you have a
car)

Mataicure

.Bake
I . .,

Repair furniture
t

Do carpentry

'House sit

Type

,Tutor a child

Wq.k a dog

Care for animals

Care for plants

Paint

Teach a language

WHAT CAN OFFER?

0 CASE/IRDOE,:1981*

BARTERING

WHAT DO I WANT?

Bahysitter
Hair color

. - .

83
E.;.5

EXCHANGE RATE'

3 skirt hems = 1 hair color

1.
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MONEY.MANAGE4ENT VONAOMEN
"There Has to be Another Way"

.
.

WHAT A MONEY MANAGER DOES

There are people who make,a lirying managintog other people's money. These are..

th professeal money managers.. 'et each of us in our
-..,

own way manages money
' so etimes without fUllvre4tzing it, and sometimes without liking te% Everytime

.. ,.

_

)

c.....,
..- ...-

we lake a decisionMiet ,involveslpending or not spending, buying or not buying,
. we are managing, money. he professional has the benefit of special training

. .
.

in various methods -off thinking about and handling money. Few of us may intend to -
. .

.
t 0

. .vbetome professional, money managers, but each of us can borrou
Te
some of the
,

professiona 's irks of,the trade that will h 1 s manag riur-own money more

easily and it re Profitable results.. Mana'ging money is important because. it
.

use 1 .1enables us to se r money with less waste, to buy-more$ ot. the'tfiings We really want,. ,

.
and to maSte our none agrow! ' _

_

N .

, 0

_).
/1

Below are stmeTthigsa money manager' does. Don(t.worry if at t,tlis meffient

th description doeg&it quite fit,you. That's what this program is all aboil~-
...

, .

these aid the thinggwe, will be working toward together. .

#1.4

,....5.,...

A MONEY MANAGER UNteRSTANDS HER VALUES AND GOALS:

t. What are my values? Are, material possessions (such as clothes, furniture,

liws\

or stereo equipment) iNjorrttome?nt tome? Do I care whether I will be able
to live comfortably whenI retire? 160 I like the fgeling of'not owing
anyone money? Do'I enjoy entertainment-- movies, going out to dinner? Is,
e catibn important to me ?. What things are most important? Least important?

What are my goals? Do I.want to *gnd my money now on things I enjoy?
.

Do I Want o save op for a big purchase -Ta new television set or an
airconditioner? Do I want'to make,sure my family is secure and get life
insurance, medical insurance, and homeowners insurance before anything
else? Do I want to save for my children's college expenses? Am I aware
when my goals conflict? . a

t.

i

A MONEY MANAGER KNOWS HOW TO PLAN FORYHAT SHE WANTS:

Do I know how to save a pOrtion of each paycheck? 'Do I know how long it
will take me to save $100? The amount I need to accomplish one,of my goals?
Do I.kno4 which kind of savings account yields the most interest and still
allows me to withdraw money when I need it? Can I make new pine as my'
life situation changes? 4 4

1
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WHAT A MONEY MANAGER DOES/page 2 .

A MONEY MANAGER KNOWS WHAT HER CHOICES ARE:

Do I know how to comparison shop? Do I know where to find information

about the pros and cons of different types of television sets? Do I

know whether the sweater I saw in the store in my neighborhood is
available at another store for less money? know the difference

between brand name products and no -name products? Am I aware that I

sometimes choose-a more expensive item just because I want to?

A MONEY MANAGER KNOWS HOW TO KEEP TRACK OF HER MONEY:, .

What is my total family income? Do I know how much each member of my
'family contributes to'the household, taking into account part-time and

moonlighting ;jobs, and allowing for taxes? Do'I remember to include

income from other sources, such as interest on my savings account or
Christmas/chanuka Club? 'Should I count the rent I'gdt fOr the small

room on the top floor?

O

What are my expenses? How mucOney do I pay out regularly each month

for rent? food? utilities? Do I know how much 1-usually .spend i a

year on entertainment? transportation? 'clothing? Is my child's

allowance an expense? What about the finance changes I pay on My credit

card balance? Can I account forhow II spend, my money on each month? Do

I know what choices I have when it comes time to buy something--and how

to decide among them?

Do I know what I can
dining table? Does

by the end of this yea
coat.on sale? Can I t

cannot Afford? Do I have mo to buy a new '

make sense for me to try to save u buy a car

? Right not, do I have money to buy a w er

e a vacation this summer?

7n the upcoming sessions we 'w i12-4 dealing with 'each of these topics and

questions: trying to find answers which best fit our own individual situations.

By the end of the last session, yn should be 411 o4n youjway to being able to

say "Yes, I'm a money manager."

"Money is meant -to sat you free, not to entrap you in a vicious circle 1'

.. ,

of earning (Ind spending. ,. It is meant to gliveyoulthe means to help

yourself and to help others."

4 Eliot Janeway
Musings on Mon 6.

)

cAsEmper,, 1981
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#1.5
MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN

"There Has to be Another Way"

CONSUMER CHOICES: EXPLORING OPTIONS

Anyone who buys goods or services is a consumer. As consumers, we often have more ghoices available tous than we think we dd. The cost of a product or service may be very different depending on how it is
` packaged,.and where al* when it is, bought. Once we decida to buy a particular item, it makes sense to find

out about the different ways it can be purchased.

Three consumer items are listed on the next page: a service (telephone), a product (a book), and a food
item (mayonnaise). 4at we have done' is to show how the same type of item can be bought in diffecent ways for
different prices For 'example, _look at the options we have available if we want to read a particular book
(column 1'). First, cgs cash choose between borrowing_ the book from the library (which would cost us nothing)
and buying .out own copy. If we decide to buy the book,, we can choose between buying a hardcover copy or a ,

paperback copy (for less than the price df the hardcover). Then we still have another option. Did you
know that often the seine hook sells for a very-different price at a regular *bookstore and at,a discountbookstore? Ova good used copy at an even lower,price at a used-book bookstore!

In deciding among these options, however, price may not be the only factor to consider: there areD* trade-offs volved in choosing any ode option over anothaf. For example, the hardcover version of a booko may last lon er (it's more durable), loolc nicer; andbe'easier to read (because of it's larger print) than
its paperbac version. In making our choice, we can decide whether these qualities are mote important to usthan the amount of money we would save by buying the book in paperback. The point is that if you don't know
What your choices are,you may spend more than you need to. , You might buy the book at Doubleday's in hard-

' cover for $14.95 when that week the very same hardcover book was available at Barnes & Noble for a specialprice of $4.98.

"44"-Xia another example look at column 2, which shows the options available for telephone service. You could
save $3:00 to $4:0,0 a month by using a standard model phone (with a dial) instead of the mere costly trimline,princess, or touch tone models, Anil, are you aware of the differ9ntcservice plans available?. Is there a plan
that will meet your needs as well as the plan you have 'now --acid cost you less each month?

dt.

(

000100."There are even alternatives when it /comes to buying everyday food items like mayonnaise. Take a look atcolumn 3. You can buy a well-know brand name (Hellman's), a Store brand (like Sloan's. Krasdale), or a no-name
brand (sometimes called "no frills") mayonnaise. Compare the difference in price for the identical 32 oz. jar.
This example also shbws sdmething else about choices: if you do some arithmetic, you will see that even wit in

1111,the same "brand" family, there .can be aldifference in cost per ounce, depend g on thq size you buy.

These are just three examples of the many, many consumer goods and sere ces that differ in cost depending on
how they are, packaged and where and whin they are purchased. Think of what you' might save if You find oufihat
your options are before you buy.!

87
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CONSUMER CHOICES page 2

(l) `BOOK: .EimrYondt%s M6ney Book, Jane
Bryant Qu ,NY: Delacorte'Press,
1979 '(pape baclq. 1980)

(2) SERVICE: Telephone service plans and
4 phone models

OPTIONS:

BORROW

$00.00 .. library or friend

BUY . -

New Hardcover (1979)

$14,95 .. regular bookstore
$ 4,98 .. discount bookstore'

4 (special sale at Barnes
& Noble sale annexes)

New Paperback (1980)

$ 8.95 .. regular bookstore
f 7.49 .. Barnes & Noble. sale

annexes

Used Hardcover or Paperback

$ ? second-hand bookstores
(Strand Books did not
have a used copy of this
book THIS WEEK, but it
may show up in the future)

ei
9 ? ..) thrift shops, garage

salee, etc.

8 ts

OPTIONS'

SERVICE PLANS (Monthly (-barges)*

Basic Budget $2.15
' PLUS a charge for each 9JuDini

local call as follows:
Day rate 9C
Hight rate 6C
Late night, weekends,
and holidays ° 3C

[This plan is best for those who do not
make many local calls.)

ThredMessage Rate $4.91

PLUS (if you go over the built-in
call allowance of $4 per month)
a charge for all outgoing local -
calla at the same rates as above,
AND AN ADDITIONAL 1C-per-minute
charge when your call runs longer
than 5 minutes. [This plan is
best for people who usually speak
less than five minutes per call.)

Untimed Message Rate $5.94
PLUS (if you go over the built-in

localmsnge allowance) a charge
for all outgoing local calls at the
rates given above, but no additional

charge no matter how long you talk.

[This plan is best for those whose calls
usually run for metre than 5.minutes.1

*Addition to these monthly "service" .

charges, your phone bill also includes
a per-month charge for your telephonet--
late Telephone Models below) atul-a-wire
charge that'varies.dependlng on wherm
you live ($1.63 in Mrhattan).

TELEPHONE MODELS (monthly charge )
Standard Rotary.... $1.77
Princess..., .. ....$4.70

Trimline SS 67

Plug nn additional $1.1V per yowl,
charge.for each model with tow.)t imu..
No eharee-for color.

< -'

(3) FOOD: Mayonnai;e

OPTIONS: -

32 ounce jar

$1.99 .. Hellman's (brand name)
$1.59 .. Sloan's "Krasdale"

(house brand) ,

$1.19 .. No-name (generic) brand

Price per ounce-by Brand Name and
Jar Size

Hellman's
32 oz. jar
8 oz. jar

6 2c oz.
8 6c oz.

Sloan's ( Krasdale) house brand
32 oz. jar ....5.0c oz.
8 oz. jar 7 4c oz.

No-name brand
32' oz. jar 3 7c oz.
8 oz. jar not available

-89'
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to be Another Way"

SA

THE LOTTERY

Imagine you have just received this official telegram:

I

#1.6

V

NIP

ILLII 11E11
western union Telegram

CONGRATULATIONS!

YOU HAVE JUST WON$10,000 IN THE NEW YORK STAIR LOTTERY.

What would you do with this money?" Usa the rest of this page to
describe how you would use your winnings. Feel free to write out a shop-
ping list, jot down noes, dvaw pictures, etc.

Bring this worksheet with you to Session #2. It won't be collected,
but you will need it for the discussio.

33

OCASE/IRDOE i

e.
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MONEY MANAGEMENT POR WOMEN

"There Has to be Another Way"

MY FINANCIAL GOALS

.viised_below are some of the financial goals that many people share-- things
-.they work and save for. Not everyone has the same goals,-and we wouldn't expect
them to, for goals are very personal. There are no "right" or "wrong". financial
goals, only goals that are personally important to you.' Another thing about
goals is that everyone seems to have several. This exercise should help you
better understand what your financial goals are.

First: read through the list quickly to see if all the things that are
important to you are included. If they are not, add them-in the blank spa'es at
the bottom.

Second: Read through the list again, item by item, and. decide just how
important each item is to you right now.

if it is NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT oyou....put a check in column 1
if it is SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT o You put a check in column 2
if it is VERY, IMPORTANT to u put a check in column 3

Third :: Look at the goals you checked as "Very Important" and circle -the
three you consider most important of all.

SOME FINANCIAL GOALS
(1) NOT ATALL
.IMPORTANT I

(2) SOMEWHAT
'IMPORTANT

(3) VERY
IMPORTANT'

to have more money in the bank
to take . vacation each year
to have dinner out more often .

to not be in debt
to buy stereo system (or something
similar-- a T.V.)

to So to the movies more often
. i

to own a new car.
.

to send my children to college -

. -

to invest in,schooling or job
training for myself ,

.

to have health insurance
to own a home of my own

.

to 5o to hairdresser regularly
to join, be a member in a "Y"
social club, etc,...

to buy a new coat .

to buy more new clothing .

to move into a larger apartment
to take'lessons (music, art, danc

to redecorate my home- , .
to have more money to invest

E/IRDOE, 1981
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THE DALEY'S DILEMMA: An Analysis

DILEMMA/Pag4 2

The Daleys are in a situation that families typically face when

making a financial decision. Each family member has somewhat different

values and goals that peed to be discussed before the family egins to

explore their options and decide which choice Will work out best for the

family as a whole.

The Daleys have a number of alternatives from which to choose and a

number of different says of arriving at a decision about how to use the

$800. Even in decision-making situations involving a limited amount .of

money, there are usually several options--some of which come to mind easily,

others that become apparent only after some thought.

Several strategies the Daleys might use to arrive, at a decison areS.

given below. Each strategy will result in a different use of their money

- and different consequences for Bach family member.

Read each decision strategy and, in the space provided -under-eadhl---

describe how the Daleys might spend the $800 if they used-that particular

method'and what the results (consequences) would bp. 'Note that edchrivethod

involves some kind of compromise. we have provided an example for the first

decision strategy.

DECISION STRATEGIES

1. CHANGE THE TUNE: Instead of each person insisting on their original

plan, they come up with a aew proposal that will gccommodate everyone.

Example: ,Mr. and Mrs. Daley decide not to take an extended vacation,
bt instead to go on several one-day family trips and to take.
tEree, long-weekend trips alone so they can relax together. °

This would leave enough money to at least start repairs on'the
rocl. They also decide to shop for Wendy's winter jacket now
(since it's off-season there should be, some good sales), and to
pay patt of the costof a new bike if Wendy gets a summer job
and contributes to it, and if she'll babysit her brother on
those weekends her parents are on vacation:

Consequences: Each family member gets some of what they want. Repairs
Will be started. Steve will go on vacation with his parents
and have them around most of the summer. Mr. and Mrs. Daley'
gill have a few days of relaxation alone. Wendy may get her
bicycle,.but she will have to get a summer job and give up.
thrpe weekends to babysit. She will also get S winter jacket, .

although the variety may be limited at summer sales.

E-12
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
'!There Has to be Another Way"

THE DALEYS1 MUM,

#2.2

i t's a beautiful, warm spring evening in early May. The Daley family

., (Mr.;An ,Mrs. Daley, their 9-year old son Steve, their 14-year-old daughter

.'. Wendy-and their dog. Sandy) are sitting around the table finishing dinner.

.4r. Daley mentions that by July the family will have about $800 in their

savings account. He says that he woulrealLy like to use the money for

a vacation--a week or so V relax at .a resort alone with his wife. Mrs.

Daley agrees that.a vacation would be nice ('they haven't taken one together

in years), but she feels the money should be used to repair the leaky roof

on the4.1- 'louse which has been getting worse every year. Mrs. Daley points

our that the savings aren't enough for both the repair. work and.a vacation.

She also says that a resort is Way beyond their means. Mr. Daly, on the

Other hand, argues that according-to the ads he's seen-in magazines, $800

would surely buy a "no frills" vacation at a resort'.

4 Wendy, the 14-year-old, interrupts to say that if she's going to be in
. .

the city this summer she will need a new bike. Steve, .her brother, insists

that if his parents go away on vacation, he wants tosowith them. At this

point, Mrs. Daley reminds Wendy that she needs a new winter jacket; a new

,Pike.now would be an unnecessary luxury. X

Obviously, each Daley family member has a different goal. Mr. Daley

wants a vacation, Mrs. Daley would like a vacation also, but recognizes

that the roof should be repaired. The daughter wants a new bike, while

her,mother says she needs a new'winter jacket.. And some plaris have to be-

made to take care of Steve'il his parents go away alone for a week or two.

E-13
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DILEMMA/page 3

2. TAKE TURNS:- In this-option,,soMe members of the family get-what they
,

want now` by.agreeing to allow the,dtheri- to have first ctoide the next
- .

, . ..
time money is available. "- - ,

Example:

Cdthsequences:

ti

4.

3. GIVE IN: Some family members simply give in to the wishes of others.

Example:

.4

Consequences:

E -14

yf
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DILEMMA/page 4

4. SET PRIORITIES:. In this instance, the family decides that some members'.

wishes are really the most important at this time. (Note that this

optiOn involves making judgments about other people's values.)

Example;

Consequences:

44

5. WIN THEM OVER: To use this option, one or more members of the Daley
family will need to argue convincingly enough. to win others over to

thir way of thinking.

Example:

Coilgequences:

I

a

4

.9 5
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DILEMMA/page 5

6.
4
tRADE OFF: In this deciisiop eking optton, some family members, agree

to the others' demands in te,turn fo:ilgOme other form of compensation.

Example:

Consequences:

lc

i-

O

0'

f

0

4
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MY FAMILY'S DILEMMA

DILEMMA/page 6

Now and then every family finds itself in a I'Daleys' Dilemma"

situation. Even a one-person "family" hai to work out a compromise br-

tween conflicting goals (in this case their own) in reaching a decision

about'how money is to be,spent.

Take a filiahcial decision your family is facing now and write it down

in the space below, Then, think the problem through systematically;

considering all of the options suggested below and figuring out what the

outcome is likely to be in each cases You may come up with some workable

solutions that you hadn't thought of yet.'

MY DILEMMA: (State your problem as clearly as possible.)

MY OPTIONS

(1) CHANGE THE TUNE:

.

(2) TAKE TURNS:

(3) GfVE IN:

() SET PRIORITPES:

I

%lb

1

4 '

4

(5) WIN THEM OVER:

(6) TRADE-OFF:

ED '

CASE/IRDOE, 1981
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. MONEY MANAGEMENT. FOR WOMEN
"There Has to be Another Way"

ESTIMATING'ANNUAL,FAMILY INCOME

Your annual family income is the total amount of money your family takes in each year. Family
income may come from a number of differen* sources. Some people, for ex apple, may work for companies
that give employeeoonuses; others may rent out a room in their home; still others may receive child
support, AFDC, or alimony payments. Income also tends to arrive at different times - regularly or irregu-larly - depending on the source. Part of your family'sirmome may come in on a regtlar weekly basis (likeTa
salary paycheck), another part on a monthly basis (say; child support payments), still another part
only quarterly, (like interest on a savings account), and yet another part just once a year (like a
cbmiiany'bonus or a cash birthday gift).

.

The curt on the folloiOing page will help you estimate the total amount of income your family
will have 65-work with this year. It includes a list of possible income sources and a column for
each of four different payment schedules--WEEKLY, MONTHLY, QUARTERLY, ANNUALLY. Not all of these
sources may apply to you, just use the ones that do. If you receive incomeifrom a source not already
listed, add it at the bottom.

1

I-1
CO , `go down the list of sources and for each source -that applies to you, write the dollar amount you

expect to receivf in the appropriate column. If money comes from a source weekly, enter the dollar
amount you expect to receive each week in Column 1 (WEEKLY), multiply that,amount by 52 (the number of
weeks.in a year) and write the answer in Column 5 (12-MONTH TOTAL). If you receive money from a source
once a month, entenkther*unt yoti receive each month in Column 2 (MONTHLY), multiply that amount by 12 '
(the number of months in a year), and write the answer in Column 5. Forincomeyou receive quarterly,
use Column 3 and multiply the amount you expect to receive each quarter by 4 (the number of quarters
in a year), and again.write your answer in Column-5., For a source that Rrovides income only once a,
year or in irregular dribs and drabs throughout the year, enter the total dollar' amount you expect to

1144 receive from this sodrce this year in Column-4 (ANNUALLY), multiply by 1 (remember what happens when .

any number is multiplied by 1?)-, and enter your answer in ColUmn 5 as usual.

In all cases,where'you are_not sure of the exact amount you can expect Areceive from a source,
JNDERESTIMATE- -that way you won't be caught shbrt, at the end of.the year, or if it turns out that you
receive more than you originally estimated you coulckfinishtheyeat- with a surprise surplus.

The last step is to add dm4n Column 5. The final total repiesenri a goo4 workable estimatepf your
1981 Annual Family Income--the total amount of money your family dill have to work:with in 1981. (You
may also want to divide this annual total by 12 to Age the average amount of money you'll be dealing
with each month.)'

. -

#2.3
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INCOME/ page 2

1

ESTIMATED ANNUAL INCOME - 1981

SOURCE
OF .

INCOME

1-
,. Usually comes in

(5)
12-MONTH
TOTAL

i

(1)
WEEKLY x 52
(once a week)

(2)

MONTHLY x 12-
(once a month)

(3)
QUARTERLY x 4

(once every 3 mos.)

(4)

ANNUALLY x 1
(once a year)

.-
.

My take-home Salary
. (after deductions)

.

.

.
.

Stake -home Salaries of

other family members /

.

/

Alimony

Child-support
payments .

Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC)

r

Unemployment, '

compensation Li .

Moonlighting jobs
'

w

.

Company bonus -

. t

:

Rent pail to ms
.

.

Cash gifti.
, .

. , .

.
It

Interest on savings
or investments . . .. ,

&

Amount repaid to me
by others

,
. I. rf.

.

.

\

_

.

.5

0

n.

. .

C)CASE/IRDOE, 1981

TOTAL ESTIMATED FAMILM INCOME FOR 1981
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN

"There Has to be Another Way"

IMPORTANT FAMILY DOCUMENTS AND FINANCIAL RECORDS

#3.1

4

101

Financial affairs always seem or involve ptecei of paper: records of
what you bought and sold, promises to pay., proofs of payment, and identi-.

fying documents, among others., Some records, you need fairly Often, (ethers

lessefrequently, and some only rarely. But no matter how Often they are

when you need them you should be able.to,put yOilr hands on the cor-
rect document or financial record right away.

The following is a list of some important family records'and documents
you should have, and a very brief example of why'each is important' Go
through the list to see which of 'these you already own and which you will
limed to get. You may then wish to store these papers as suggested.

Items to be Kept in'a Fireproof Strongbox or Safe Deposit Box

Birth Certificates - to prove who,you are and wheh and where you were born.
A birth certificate is 'needed 4o register -g child in a public, school; -

to apply for a driver's license, marriage license, etc.

Citizenship Papers - to-document citizenship. Required when, registering
to vote, applying for 'a IT.S. Passpor4, etc.

'Marriage Certificates - to prove that you were married to whom and when -.-
Needed when drawing up a will, taking out insurance policies, applying__
for separation,and divorce, etc.

Adoption Papers - like birth certificates, to iocument who you are and
what your legal status is.

Divorce Decrees - to prove that
you-Were divorced,-,froh.whom and when. %

Needed to apply for license in case of remarriage, to protect you
from, liability for an ex-spouse's debts, etc.

Insurance Policies---documents from your insurance company to prove amount,
- of policy, coverage,Lbendfiei4ry(s).

Separation Papers - to prove legal separation.' Needed to -document finan-'
cial end other agreements .(such'as visiting rights for children), etc.-

Wills - these dictate what'yoU'want done with your property and/or possessions,
, and who is to take care of your minor children in case of your death.

Death Certificates 7 to prove death. These afe needed for tax purposes,
,;cant ownership, forcoilectinl insurance, for social security bene-
fits,,probating wills, etc.

9

9g

a

E-20
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DOCUMNTS /page 2

Deeds.- to- prove ownership of property. These are needed for sale of

property or in case of death.

Titles to-homes - to prove ownership of home, by whom, and under what con-

ditions. These are required for sellingyour property, renegotiating

a mortgage, etc.

Veteran's Paper* - to prove. length of time in armed services, kind of
discharge, and date of discharge. These are used in claiming veteran's
benefits and obtaining other,§ervices for which veterans are eligible.

Bonds and stock certificates to prove ownership of securities. These

are need d in the sale of securities and in case of disputes about

dividend payments, etc.

Important Concr.cis constitute- written proofs of agreement between you

and ocher 1,atties,_ -- ,

Ho4ehold Inventory - a record of exactly what you have and what it wAs

worth. The:.,, are needed for insurance'purposes in case of fire or

theft.

Items to be Kept in an "Active File" in Your Rime

o

Tax Receipts - receipts of.taxels paid. These are needed for reporting

to IRS.

Unpaid Bills- Notices of money you owe fromutility companies, department
stores, apartment managers, etc. These a 're to remind you to pay them.

\
Paid Bill Receipts receipts for what your have paid. Receipts for major

"purchases should be attached to your household inventory. to show
.insurance company in case of loss. Keep other receipts for a short

time in case you might want to return the item.

Current Bank Statements - A monthly record'of your banking activities ,(checks

paid, bank fees, interest accrued, etc.) sent to you by yoUr bank.

Keep them for referral, in case of bank err9r -k12.1.,xcur oWn.error.
5

Current Cancelled Checks - checks you wrote that have, cleared your bank

and are enclosed with your monthly statement. Keep these to prove

payment in case of question. Some checks (sail as those for medical
expenses) constitute important proof in claiming income tax deductions.

Copies of Federal and State Income Tax Returns -"that are sent to the IRS

when you file your income taxes. Keep copies at least six years o

substantiate what you reported to ,IRS.

Indom/Tax Working Papers - records of your calculations for determining

/your income taxes. Keep with returns to show how you arrivedlat

reported figUres, if there is a question.

I E-21
. .i,,
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DOCUMENTS /page 3

Employment Re0Ords - records pf proof of employment, termination notices,
_' fringe benefits information, letters of recommendation, resumes.

These will help in job hunting, filing income taxes; etc.

Health Benefit Information - records of your kealth insurance, your costs
and reimbursements. May be needed for income tax purposes.,

Credit Card Information - your monthly credit card bill
, contracts, credit

card numbers, etc. These are ,necessary to settle disputes over bills, /
or to report a lost or Itolen card. .

amily Health Records - especially important in case of new ddctor or
clinic, to give needed and accurate information.

Appliance Manuals and Warranties - mAnualsshould be kept to show how to
operate appliance's; warranties should be kept until expiration date
in case of possible necessary repairs-

Receipt s'of Items Bought Under Warranty - proof of purchase. These may be
. required fox obtaining re?unds, repairs on defective purchases.

Education Information high school and college diplomas, grade transcripts.
The6e are needed for applications for further education; often needed
for"job applications.'

Inventory of Whaes in Your Safe Deposit Box - a list of items may help
your executor or guardian in case of your death or disability.

o

Lo n Statements - a statement from your lending institution
and conditioni of a loan. These are needed for paying

6 changing conditions, etc.
.

Loan Payment Books Necessary to kelp track of how much you
how muctilkyou still owe.

Receipts of Expensive' Items Not Yet Paid For to show owner
conditions of payment.

Passp ort - a book showing your citizenship, travel recorg. It is needel
for'travel outside U.S.;. also good for identification.

stating amount
off a loan,

4

have'paid and

ship, date and

-7\
Social Security Card a card showing, your Social Security number. This

number is needed for employment, on yourincome tax forth, and to
claim Social Security beneflis aAng oticer things. . 2

,

* / .Burial Instructions,- a legal document. to be used by your family and/or
executor after your death Co follow youevishes.'

v
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DOCUMENTS/page 4

4

Items That Can be',Apt yin Dead Storage.

"Active.File" papers more than 3 years old, can be stored in a less

convenient place. But don't throw them away. They may be needed,'for

example, when you sell a house, to save your estate money after your death,

or to support your case if your tax return iimaudited.

Exceptions: Passport (should be kept in your Active File until expiration

date, usually 5 years, to remind You to renew it)

Social. Security Cards ;10

.. Always kept in the Active File
Burial Instructions

'Items to be Discarded

Salary Statements (after checking your W-2 form)

Cancelled Checks for caster non-tax-deductible expenses

Expired Warianties

Expired Licenses

Expired Coupons Lottery Tipkep, etc.

#61
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11041 MANAGEMENT
--.1!ThereOlaS to be AnOther:Way" r

#3.2

-ESTIMATING FIXED AND SEMI-FT*D,EXPEP'SES (Including Savings
..

e,

We'vP'dealti4thmoney corning in (income) ; but.wilat about money going out---,
'

-Our ektienses1 tl;penSes'are04era4y-divided into three large ckegories: fixed,

isereetiOnarY:-.-
.

. "

ixqd and semi- fixed expenses -are - q;.-a'that must be paidand most efterrlude,

41i" xegi. tar bas3st How frequently payments are, made varies depending on what is
:iiei? paid fors liie bilk f6r telephone sere, ifSr example, is due onee'a month,
-while-child day care' service.maybe payable daily, weeklY,*(41miskomthly depending. on

oni-paTticlat'arrangeMent. Since this is the ease,,the c arts on the following

page bavethe same WEEKLY, MONTHLY,QUAFTERLY, and ANNUAL columns, we used when r
,

_.,

.

/- '
.,..estimating annual ineome. :

.- .
.. .,

For a payment, tede each week, write-the dollar amount of that average weekly
,Ixpense '0441(1.4 and multiply that figure by 52 to fjnd the 12-MONTH`
tOTAL; similarly, the dollar amOunt of average monthly, quarterly, and once7e7year,

eats go'filto Columns 2, 3, or 4--andare multiplie by the appropriatvuMbera,,
o'ar-4v at-tha-12,4MoPtlf:tptals,.:,,- 4,

To fin nu
=

ouwillpay

according to yoUr heat estimates, what the total-- amount, is that

or-fiXedjand_SemkiXed):expenses this, year, add.upColumn 5. '-

Bef6i-eNegin, rarld-tIctoi'lih':the e*P'ense eategor-les,listed.od-th'echirts.-/

and,-10.anyof your currently fixed or semi-fiXed expenses, are not Liste-4, add/.

theni 4-..'6,1e. boptanr of the. appropriate d rt., ,....,

IiiPOR/ANT,toitt Tn (sStimating annual inedme we, underestimated when we were,
-,. ':-- .-

. = ,

n ou *there! 'When 4timatdng expense_s, the rule of, thumb is_to slightly
-. . .It48TX:iaTf whenever you 4re,Ot sure what the exact cost may ,be, The purpose... ... -,

.

, e safe= -to help preVentunpleasant.surprises.at the jnd of the year and to

;uS 0.40,02-With a 4eanei- slate, ,or, even a little_ahead_Of,the game...
7 ;'--:,'T

i e.:/: 1#t7`7 _''''- :::.$

,9:0-14he:t FOrawarned is .Forearmed.emem
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You want a new shirt for work. A store inyour neighborhood has

one that ts just what you had in mind. While,the price is right, $18.00

not fnclUding the 8% sales tax, tft'store.is open only from 9:00 a.m. to

6:30 p.m., Money through Friday. To buy, the shirt her you'llAUave lo go .

)
directly from the office, which means, paying the,baby sitter for an extra

MONEY' MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN

"There Has to be Another Way"

A TYPICAL PROBLEM

. '

a

13.3

hour.

Happily, you see in the newspaper that the same exact shirt is on

sale at another shop-for 20% of (pius.tix). That store is open from.

10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Sagrday and -,Sunday only, and it's two buses

and 20 minutes away from home. If you go on the weekend it means either

taking th'e'baby or hiring a sitter at $1.5G an hour.

If you were to decide'where to buy the'shirt on the basis of money

alone,.how much would the shirt cost you at each sto

- -.11410.11k

qASE/IRDOE, 1981
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MONEY MANAGEM iT FOR WOMEN
"There Hai to be Another Way"

ERYDA ) PERCENTAGES!' I

#31

ti

Percentages (%) seem to appear almost e, rywhere. We have d sales tax of8 percent'
. -

(8%), interest rates of 18`percent % and 25 percent di*ounts (25% off).
. 9 .

Working with percentages requires that we, know that percent means hundredths. So:
4

'

4

I

,25% = 25/100 (25% = -twenty-five hundredths) AN t ..1

15% = 15/100 (15% = fifteen hundredths)

5% = 1/100 ( 5% = five hundredths) '

o

Dividing by, 100 has the effect of moving. the deciMal point two digits to the left.

(Note the invisible decimal in is 25.) So:

25% = 25//00 = .25

15% = 15/100 ! .15

5% = .5/100 = .05

4.1t
.We can even skip the middle step (which is'always a fraCtiOn with 100 in the

denominator) and_just remember to MOVE THE/DEOIMAL POINT TWO PLACES TO THE LEFT

WHEN YOU ARE CONVERTING A PERCENT TO A 'DECIMAL.

For example 35* .35

60% -= 7= .60
.

18% *1 = .08

Try:

-'52% =

17,A% =-=

. 1o6v-=

L

4

(Please turn over),-



PERCENTAGES/page 2

4

Changing a decimal to a percent mean .doing exactly the opposite of what we'have

TO CHANGE` A PERCENT TO A DECIMAL, MOVE THE DECIMAL POINT TWO PLACES TO THE RIGHT.

for example:

.5

:75

:125

1.5

= 50.%us
= 75 %

...ILA

.= 12.5%
....LA

1, 150.7.
%.,....i

=

=

=

=

50%

75%

12.5%

150%

2 12 1/2%
fr

Here are some more challenging problems:

Convert 1/2% to a decimal:

To do this, first change 1/2 to a decimal (.5), andltlien move the, decimal

point two places to the left

1/2%

Also

1/4%

=

=

.5%

.25%

=

=

.005
A.A.)

.0025
/0-1

Convert 3/8 to a percent: .4/.

To do this, first change 3/8 to a decimal and then move the decimal point

two places to the right:

3it 4 .375 = 37.5 = 37.5%

4,

CASE/IRDOE, 1981
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There. Has to be,Another Way"

(EVERYDAY) FRACTIONS!

#3.5

From everyday experience, we are usedeto seeing fractions like 1/2 or 1/4:4-' Other

fradtions, like 1/12 or 1/52, are less familiar but still ,rimport"ant.

All fractions can be,handled in a similar way if wedo the fallowing: Imagine 1/2
.as saying "A whole pie has been cut into 2 equal pieces and I have 1 of them."
Then draw the sentence: ',

1/2
,

3/4 then reads; "A whrple pie has been cut into 4 equal pieces and I have 3 of
them." "Draw the pie.

o.
-

Fradtions like2/8 or 5/7 convey,a similar meaning--that is,' the concept is the
same--they re-just harder to. draw. 2/3 says a whole pie has been cut into'3

\
equal piece andand I have 2 of them.. 5/7 'says a whole pie has been cut into 7 equal
feces and I eve 5 of them. These concepts are drawnlike:

2/3 5/7

In order to..compare fractions, we again think. of theirmeariing. For example,

which is larger 1/3 or 4,4?.! In the fi.r6t fractiOn,"the whole pie has been divided
into 3 equal pieces and you have one. ,In the second fraction.(1/4), the whole pie
has been divided into 4 equal pieces and you have one. !lore pieces means each

individual slice is smaller; so 1/3 represents a larger quantity than 1/4.

or 1/4

'd

What about i/12 compared with 1/13? Well, 1/12 is a thin sliver of pie, but 1/13
is an even thinner.sliver:

1/12 ',/ 1/13

So 1/12 is

In summary, when the tops of two different fractions are the same, the one with

the smaller bottori will be larger. So 1/26 is larger than 1/32, and 3/4 is larger

E-29 111
(please turn aver)
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FRACTIONS /gage 2

In terms of budgeting money, thecare certain fractions that are commonly.

referred to: 1/2, 1/4, 1/12; 1/52.

1/2 = half a year or six months (26 weeks.

Payments due twice a year (due biannually or semiannually) are to be

paid once every half year:

1/4 = a quarter of aiyear or 3 months

.Payments 00equarterly are paid four es per year (once every 3'months)

1/12= One twelfth of a year or one month

*ments due monthly are paid twelve times per year (once every month).

1/52= One fifty- second of a year or one week

.Payments due weekly are paid 52 times a year (once a week). '

There is'a longer period of time between payments that are due every 1/2 year

"than between payments due every 1/4 year.

t

@CASIRDOE. 1981
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- MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to be Another Way"

(EVERYDAY) DECIMALS ,

#3.6

,

We can think of desimals ^aS being a code for us to break. The best way to break

the code is by eXample:.

The 'pearling of .2' is 2/10'

The-meaning of .3 is 3/10

The meaning of .7 is '?

Thd meaning of. .01 is 1/100

The meaning of .07. is 7/100.

Thekmeaning of .23 ip_).2.ai100

The meaning of .71 '',is ?

The meaning of .001 is vioop_

The meaning of-.079 is 7911000

The meaning of .123, is 123/1000

The meaning of .098 is

We are now ready to break the code which involves turning decimalskinto fractions.
t -

''''''.. .
.

.1
Count the number of digits (including zeros) to the right of the decim4 pojnt., .

That gives the number of zeros following a 1 in the denomlnatbr (bottom) bf the

fraction. For example; .079 has 3 digits niter:the decimal poi (to its rizht),.

-r.
so the denom inator is 1,000. The numbers of thedecimal go on the top (numerator)

of the fraction.

For example, .0025 =,25/10,000 (4 digits after ,ihe decimal point -gave 4 zeros'''.

after .the 1 in the denominator. The numbers 25 go on the top.)

(please turn over)

t



So.changing decimals to fractions is really not too bad.:

To change fractions to decimals is not bad'either. There is a standard procedure,

DECIMALS/page 2

just like long division, that does this for us.

1/2: To change this to a decimal divide the 2 into the 1. To do thia,first

2r1 . This can't be done but we can write I as 1.00 and thin do,

.the division 2) 1.00 . Line, up the decimal point in the answer just,

above the original decim7a1 point and then do 4 regular divisiod;

.50 ,

2 1.00
-1 0

00

So 1/2 = .5 Or ..5a

'Here's.another example: Change 3/8 to a decimal:

is

4/CASE/IRD0g, 1981'

.375

2 4'

60

56
AO* ,

40

4

1
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has tolbe Another Way"'

MATH GAMES WE PLAY ON OURSELVES*

Everybody knows what to do, except me.

I don't do math fast enough.

I'm sure I learned it, but I artt remember what to do.

I knew I couldn't do math.

I don't have a math mind.

o- I got the right answer but I did it the wrong way.

, -

This may be a stupid question but...

It's ,too simple.

4 Math is unrelated to my life.

L

I.

4h
141.11,d Over Ma t by S. Kogebman and J. Werra. New York: MtGr4w-Hill
Book company, 1974. $3.95. Used with the author's permission.

o
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"TIIIITIrrirtalbellAEVZ(tTer="

...WHAT'S LEFT OVER

#3.8-

As we have seen,dur fixed and semi-fixed expenses are those that, whether we
like it. or not, mist be paid. Althohgh we may find ways to decrease,the amount of"
money we pay out in some of these categories (especially those we've labeled semi -
'fixed) we can rarely get rid of them entirely.

Now that we've estimated what our income will be for 1981, and how much those
'mist pay" expenses add up to, this worksheet will help us calculate the ktount of
thid,year's income that will be left over for our day -tciday (Discretionary)
.expenses for items like clothing, entertainment,-furnitureretc.

Instructions: . .s

9011 line 1 below, write in your TOTAL ESTIMATED FAMILX-INCOME for 'psi
(final total from' worksheet #2.3)

On line 2, write, in the total amount of your-estimated 1981 FIXED EXPENSES
from worksheet #3.5).

Subtract the amount on line 2 from the amount on line 1 and enter the
'answer on line 3. 4,

On line 4, fill in the total amount of your estimated 1981 SEMI-FIXED
EXPENSES (froi worksheet #6.5). \,

Subtract the amount on line 4 from the amount on\iine
(
3 and enter the answer

on line 5.

That's it. The figure that appears on line 5 represents the total amount of money
available during 1981 for day-to-day (Discretionary) expenses. To find out what
this comes to each month, on the,average, 'divide line 5 by 12 an enter the answer ,

on line 6.* How we use "what's left over" is up to us.

1. Total Estimated INCOME . ..

(from worksheet #2.3) ,

$ (1)

(-)
.

2. :Total'Estimated FIXED EXPENSES

(from worksheet 18.5 )
$ , (2)

3. INCOME left after deducting FIXED EXPENSES (3)

(Subtract line"2 from Sine 1) .

(-) ("

4. Total Estimated SEMI-FIXED EXPENSES (4)

(from worksheet #3.5-)

5. -TOTAL AMOUNT kVAILABLE FOR DISCRETIONARY EXPENSES (5)
WAractliner4.frOm line 3)

6. Average MONTHLY amount available for. Discretionary
Expenses.(dividetline 5 by 125 (6)

E-34 :116
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
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t.

. IT'S UP TO ME: DXSCRETIONARY EXPENSES

.Discretionary.expenses are those oyer Which we
.

of direct contra. We decide not only when we'will

buC also how often-we will buy them and how much we

#4.1

have the greatest, amount

buy these types of items,

will pay for them.

Because we have such flexibility An miking discretionary spending

decisions, and because these decisions are so clotely tied to'our per-sonal

needs and priorities; our purchases in these areas typicallydo not follow a

schedule (as our fixed and semi-fixed paymenti do). Therefore,.it
. .

is' often a challenge to pin down exactly hoW much' we .actually spend in any

particular discretionary-expense category over.'the coursd of:a year.

However, since discret4odary expenses consume..somewhere between 40-and

50 percent of the "average" family's annual income, 'and a money manager needs

to understand where all of her money goes in order to direct her spending '411.61,""
4

' -1
to achieve her goals, it is important for us to have a clear picture of our

discretionary spend+ patterns as w 1 as of our fixed and semi -fixed

spending.', With a complete expense, pi ,cure befOrels, we are'in a position

to decide if, we like what we n fact,-we are spendini bur money the

way we really. want to--or whether we wa t to (lee 'changes so that our

spending habits are more in line with o r personal"goals.

The chart on the following page wig help us estimate our discretionary
I.

expenses for this-year and complete our overall expense' picture. The Chart's

format will be familiar--itYs the same as the ones you used to estimate your

annual family income -and your fixed and semi-fined expenges. If you have a

category of discretionary.dpenses that is not listed, add it to the bottom

of'the chart. *)

1.!

4."

4 4. 4,

E -35
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Di4retionary 'Expenpe4/ ,page 2

, -

ESTIMATED DISCRETIQMARY EXPENSES = 198.1
Are

4 _

DISCKETIGNARY EXPENSE .
CATEGORY -

,

WLEKLY,X 52

.

.MONTHLY X l2,

. ,

QUARTERLY X 4 ANNNALix,x /
v.,....._.

1310714 I

".

-,
FURNITURE & MAJOR APPLIANCES P'

A

c?
. ...

.

HOUSEHOLD IMO (glasses,'
toueis, sheets, etc.)

a

,

-1
, e f'

y

.

LAUNDRY, DRY CLEANING,

SHOE REPAIR .
,r..i

_ .

,.

0

1

0

CLOTHES: Adults - I Ole-
. ,

Children ... , ,...
. . ..

PERSONAL CARE (cosmetics
hairdresser, etc.)

,

-

p

.,
-

RECREATION: Magazines, books,
newspapers

. 0

e a

- e

;sovies /

. . ' .

Enteitaining
0

-

1 Vacations . '

1t,

0 .
/ -

CHILDREN'S,ALLOWANCES .

.

t

.,

. .

BADYSITTERS (not associated
with Work/school) ,

II.

. .

%

..... ,

.

7

.

CHOOL SUPPLIES
.

.

,

GIiTS & CONTRIBUTIONS
e

.

REPAIRS/SERVICES (honie, car,

appliances) .
,

'' ..
.

.

%.

PET CARE /SUPPLIES .
. .

/

,

CIGARETTES/LIQUOR ,

. -

-

.

1981 TOTAL ESTIMATED DISCRETIONARY EXPENSES $.

r

CASE/IRPOE, 198.1

E.*36 118
111
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/ .

---
.

. \

\ % HOW CAN I'CUT MY
.

EXPENSES?,,,,

\
-, r r

,\ . _ 0
Now that you have7estimated how much you expect to spend on what this year -- your-fixed,,semi-

fixed, and discretionary expenses *- it's ;time to start thinking af,ways these expenses might be .
'reduced. Where and how spending can be cut depends on three things: (1) how gully costs an be
reduced (some expenses, Pike loan payments for example, cannot be altered); (2) which expense cate-
gages you don't want to cut backIn,and which yoU do; and (3) the range of Possible alternatives
you might have: This worksheet will help you make these determinations.

#4.2

The left-hand columns of the next two pages'list all of the categories:we used p) estimate thls
year's expenses. (Ifyou 'added'ether categories to your worksheets #2.4 and #4.1, add-them hertoo.)
The next three columns we have used-to check how postible it might be to reduce expenses in each
category.

For 'categoiies that have an "X" in the MAYBE or YES column, there are
or methods you might-dse to guide your thinking about actions that could be

t
You could substitute by buying goods or services that serve the same
you now buy but which cost less.

.

,Ip You could comparison shop to spend less for the same type of item by
,

place or at cereae)n time of year.
.0 44

a
/ .

s

You could cut back onthe amount of goods and/or services you buy.

orYou could eliminate purchases that ,you can live without.

four general strategies
taken to'reduce costs;

purpose as something

buying it in a certain

In-each case, the strategy you adopt should reflect your individual values and goals. 1.01U decide
how important each of'your current expenses are to you, and which ones you would be willing to alter,cutback, or eliminate.

The chart also includes several examplesaf how spending might:be reduced by adopting different
'strategies.... just to start youthinking. The point is to come up with approaches that suit youl.best.
By thinking'of different ways you may be able to cut back costs in each' expense_ category you will also
-get a better tActure of the number of options that are.available to you.'

5

A

AP 4r

-
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£m; This

How I Cut My Expenses/ Age(2

[FIXED EXPENSES)

Expense be weaucedi
mecnoas tor weauctng Ex-renses

NO ,
(

MAYBE .YES r.
. uTESUBSTIT COMPARISON SHOP CUTBACK . ELIM

.
IE .

SAVINGS , X

p
INSTALLMENT PLAN X

.>

LOAN PAYMENTS X .

UNION DUES
P

. X

,
RENT X

., .

REGULAKCHELD CARE X Barter with i friend center Vs. private
sitter vs. relative

use fewer number of
houreof outside care

work at home or bring
child to work with you

SCHOOLING X
-

.
.

INSURANCE' PREMIUMS X
.

gmt -ram EXPENSES)
.,,r- T

TELEPHONE
. - ,-,

. X
.

oail long distance
after 11 p.m.

buy phone instead of
renting frpm company

make fewer calla,
write more letters

discontinue phonef
service

UTILITIES (gal,

electricity,weter)
X

..

.

.

WORK/SCHOOL COMMUTING
MISTS

X
.,,,

.

FOOD .

.

.
X'

.
.

.

. .

-....1..REGULAR MEDICAL 1:.
DEM.

,..

X . ,

t. ,

.

- . ..,

A
IDIS,CRETIONARY EXPENSES)

./ %
-FURNITURE E. MAJOR

APPLIANCES
' V

<.,

"'HOUSEHOLD /TENS X
1

_, ..

41UNDRY, ETC
.

.

4/ \.i...---...-.-:

a
.

..... -

.
.

CLOTHES: Adults
X i l'

,



Can this.Expense
0 be Reduced? .

. How I Cut My Rxpenses/ page 3

Hethdr0714:Cing Expenses 4

[DISCRETIONARY EXP.] NO 'MAYBE YES SUBSTITUTE CoMPARISOW SHOP CUT Bag MARINATE

CLOTHES: Children
4

X
.

PERSONAL CARE X

RECREATION: books,
papers, magazines X

0...

.

149.1.0fes ' x Watch TV instead .0
going to movies

Find a discount
movie house

Go to movies once StopoIng 6o the
instead ggaifice,a movies

Entertaining - 4---i

Vacations X

. . .

CHILD ALLOWANCES 1

.
. .

SITTERS (not work/
school related)'

X .

. 4,

SCHOOL SUPPLIES X
.

, . ,

GIFTS & CONTRIBU-
!IONS X

.

91
. .

-

'REPA110/SERVICES X
.

.

PET CARE/SUPPLIES X

CIGARETTES /LIQUOR X
.

,
.

.

---1

e
-4-4--

..,
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to be Another NIA"

BEFORE YOU BUY....

ABK.YOURSEU THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

.

#4.3

Circle
answer

-1. Do I need this item?
.

Yes
- s.....

No
,

2. Have I' checeed or researched this product? . Yes No

3. Is the price reasonable? Yes No
.

4. Is this the best tinge to buy this item? Yes No

5 Is there some other item that°I.could substitute

6.

for.this one that would work as well?,

If it's on sale,'is the price a true-sale price?

Yes

Yes

No

No

7. Do i know the reputation'pf thenetailer? Yes No
if '',',8. If the item is excesdively priced, will it at

,
least satisfy ran important inner need?

.

Yes
.

Ho

9. Ifthis is a bargain, is the item a,aurrent model? (es to'

10. Are there disadvaLages to thi_s_product? ",.' Yes No

0

Then score your buying prospects:
Jss/-

If, you circled "Yes" 6 L 8 times -- buy the product

,If yoeCircled "Yes" 4,- 5 times -- think again'

If you circled "-Yes" fewer than 4 times -- don't buy the product

A

Adapted from Financial Planning for Adults, LaWrence W. Erickson
(Washingtoa, DC: American Council of Life Insurance), 1978.

6

4 E-40
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to°be Another Way"

"BEST BUYS" CALENDARS FOR FRESH FRUITS:AND FRESH VEGETAbLES

14.4

Among the many ways of saving dollars at the food market is to buy

fresh fruits'and fresh vegetables in season, when their quality is good

.'and their price at their lowest.

Attached are tWo calendars that indicate the months of:the year in

which the products listed are of good or excellent quality and available

at their_lowest prices. These calendars reflect actual market conditions

* in,New York City during the past year.

Keep in mind, however, that even during the months,that a fruit or

'vegetable is considered a "hest buy", there will still be signiftsant

price differences depending on where it is sold. In January, for example,

when .a local supermarket is selling 10navel oranges for $ .89, another stork

in the same neighborhood mayprice them at 5 for $1-00. Your calendars will

let you know the 'months in which you can-be most sure of finding "best buys,"

but you will'have tg look for,the markets that offer them.

Another hint: ,Don't buy the'first of a crop -- prices will tend to

go down as the supply increases. For example, postpone buyingfresh straw-
.

berries until May when prices drop shay from theft peak at the'beginning

of strawberry season in early April' -- you y save as much as 50 percent on

a pint clptainer.

E -41
i23

\
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MONEX, MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to be Another Way"

"BEST BUY" MONTHS FOR FRESH FRUITS

FtWITS MR APR MY JUNE- I JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC 1

APVI-F4t - Delicious, golden .
X X

4

Delicious, red' X X X X X X X

Hc Intosh X X X X X

Roas
. .

BANANAS X X. X X

GRAPORUIT (bags) X X X X

,

X
.

CRAPES: Black Ribier X X X X

Red Emperor X X X -X

Seedless

X X

X

X

X

X X

.4X X
.--N

X

X XMONS

LIKES X X X X

:tANGOS X. X X i X

... MELONS: Cantaloupe . X X X X
-

.

Crenshaw

-.

.

.
Honeydew.

sic:Ames
4# X X

ORANGES: small juice X X X X

small navel X. X X X .X X

PEACHES X X
I

.
PEARS: Anjou 4 AC 1 X

"Berclerr X . X

"Soso i X I X X ,X

PLIZIS I

I
. X X X

STRAWBERRIES I

i
- X

t

TANGELOS X
...J

X
.

! X

TANGERLIES X _

I-1 .
A

. .
NATEMELON

1

I
L

X' j X X
C

I.
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There has to be Another Way

4

.

"BEST BUY" MONTHS FOR FRESH VEGETABLES

VEGETABLE . JAW 'FEB - x& APR HAY JUNE JULY 1 AUG
-

SEPT OCT NOV DEC

,
ARTICHOKES X X

ASPARAGUS f, ..
X X

.
' . ..

AVOCADCS X 1* X o
X

BEAN OPROUTS '
..,

X X

BROCCOLI
,.

X X ' X X X X

BRUSSELS SPROUTS X
.

It
. . ,

X X X

CABBAGE X X X X X Xt X X X

CARROTS . X X IC X X ,' X X X

CAULIFLOWER X - X X
CELERY X ' X X ,
COLLARD GREENS X ' x'. X --..

..

CUCUMBtRS X
,

X X X 1 * . X
. .

'EGGPLANT X 'X . X X, X
.

GREEN BELL PEPPERS . X X X. X . X X X

r MUSHROOMS. '
. .

X X
.

. X X
ONIONS, YELLOW

, . .
X X X

POTATOES: All purpose ,
A

. . .
X' X X X X

J.°
_ .Baking ; ' X X X X

SALX) GREENS: , . .
. Boston Lett:ice - X X X

4

Chicory.
0.-

X X X X X * X
.

. Escarole :. X X x, X 4 X- X

Illegrig Lettuce . X X X X
.

..,..,
qpilit Romaine LettuCe X

. ,
X X X

SCALLIONS X X X .
... X

SPINACH -
.

.

,
.
X

i

X
. .

.
.

4SWEET CORN
-

'Am-
r . X ' X X X .

.
TOMATOES .

.
X X X 1

' TANN X .
,

- 4 X X

YELLOW SQUASH . .
' X X X X X X t .

ZUCCHINI . --.-'- l X X ' X X X X
NOR

plifigt;

1-2
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to be Another Way"

#4.5

HOW DO WE MAKE FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS? (

A

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AND BRING THIS WORKSHEET WITH YOU TO SESSION #5.

(1) Below is a litt,of financial transactions that people Commonly make. For each

transaction, check titi&-:oltr
,

that best describes how you usually complete it.

Then, tin the last (tat..; fght -hand)* column, write in how much,-if anything, it
....

costs you to make the transaction. If you pay by personal check, fo°,example,
,.

there may be a bank charge for each check you write; a money order also casts

something to purchase.

4

...

TRANSACTION

.

Method Used .

COST OF
TRANS-
ACTION,CASH MITY

ORDER

CASHIERS
OR BANK
CHECK

PERSONAL
CHECK,

ARGE

Pay rent :

4i.11

Pay medical bills

Make loan payments
c

-
.

Buy *groceries

.

Buy clothing .

.

i

Pay utility bills

Buy through mail-,
' order catalogs \ ..

.

. .

.

Send Mone?t-o-out-
of -iown friends

or relatives '.. '

.

. .

.

_

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

(2) How do you usually cash your paycheck?

E-44
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MAKING PAYMENTS/page 2

But wait, we may incur still other costs depending on when we pay our bills.'

What if wee don't pay our doctor's bill immediately? Sending our'payment later

through the mail will add another $.20 (.for a stamp) to the cost of our transaction;

if we make a special bill-paying trip to the doctor'S office we add the cost of

our transportation to'and from.

CONVENIENCE, Another factor to consider in choosing a method of payment is

convenience. Having a'ready supply of yersonal checks may be more convenient.

than running out to Ole bank or post office to buy a money order every time you

have a payment to make. But since you have to keep enough money in your checking

account.to cover the checks you write you will probably want yobr account at a

bank that is convenient to get ancrk dpen at times it's possible for you to make

deposits.

Let's go back to the $25 doctor's bill again, and see how convenient each

method of payment might be.

If you pay in cash, where will you obtain it?
4

If you pay by money order, where and when will,you buy it?
(consider the location and hours of the bank, post office, etc.)

If you pay by cashier's check, where and when will you buy it?
(consider the location and hours orthe bank)

'to If you pay by personal check, how'convenient is it to
deposit money into your account to cover the (95 check?

--How close is the nearest branch to your home*or work?

-What are your bank's hours?

- Can yowtank by mail?

- Does your bank have automatic tellers?

-About how long do you usually wait in line to make a deposit?

Comparing the four methods, which appearAs to be the more convenient way for you

to makeemost payments? \
SAFETY. Still another factor to consider in. how you conduct your financ'ial

ltransacttyns is safety. When you pay someone in cash, or your cash is lost or

,-stolen, it's gone period. However, if You pay by cashier's check, money order,

or personal check and then change your mind, you can stop payme nt if you act

quickly--before the chec r money order is cashed - -$y calling the bank, as you

can also do a money order, cashier's check, or personal check is lost or stolen:-.



t
MAKING PAYMENTS/page 3

RECORDKEEPING. Finally, as a money, manager you° will want to consider the ease

with which different methods of payment will allow you to keep track of howmuch

you payout where. Cash payments are the hardest to keep track of, we -have no -

record of how Much was spent whero, (unless, of course, we keep a personif expense

diary), and unless we are careful to ask for and keep our receipts we have no proof

of payment. Cashier's checks and money orders; on the other hand, have receipts

' attached to them that we can keep as proof of payment. Personal checks give an

opportunity for three types-of recordkeeping: the check stub in cur checkbook,

the monthly bank 'statement', and our cancelled checks which provide tangible proof

of payment.

'Although their relative impo ance will vary according to our personal values

and circumstances, keePing in mind th factors of COST; CONVENIENCE, SAFETY, and

RECORDKEEPING will help -us determine what ethods of payment may work best for us.

E -4 7
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)A cheek is a piece of paper that represents'money. 4hether it is a personal

check from a friend or'family member, a.paycheifek from an employer, a tax refund,'or...

benefit payment from'the government--if the'check is made out to you, it can be
, -

exchanged for cash, depodited into youf bank account, or signed over to someolle
else. There are a few simple rules to follow to complete these types of transactions.

Because there are specific procedureslor cashing, endorsing, and depositing checks,

you can avoid poteNially costly errors by following the steps outlined below.

;
t

MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR- WOMEN
"There Has to be Another Way"'

A

CONVERTING A CRECK,INTO CASH: =The Do's and Don'ts
of. Cashing, Endorsing, and Depositing Cheeks

i

#5.2

Where and How to Cash a Check

You can cash your own check or those given you by other people without paying

a fee at a variety of Places:,

The bank with which you have an account will. cash your checks for you. If

your bank has several branches, ask for a card that will let you c h cheeks in any.
of them. If your bank doesn't issue cards, get your signature on f e in all the

branch offices you may use. Signature cards save time; without one on file you

must'have your checks initialed by a bank officer each time you wish to make a

deposit or cash a check.

Checks can also be cashed at grocery stores and drug stores,that have

check-cashing policies. 'You must ask forand fill'out'an application for a check-
.

cashiagg:card that then entitles-you to write checks either for the amount of your

purchase or for larger amounts, depending on the store.

Your company may have a policy'of cashing checks for their employees, or,

if yotk are a student, your school might have this service. .

Finally, there are establishments in the business of cashing,ohecks. Avoid

-them. if yoU cap. for they charge a fee for each checiZtbey cash:

Endorsing a Check

1pei look at how to endoise a check correc'ly. To Lash or deposit a

check, you must write your signate on the backt(that's what an endorsement is).

\-
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CONVEATING CHECKS/page 2

The four illustrations are examples of how this is done for different types of
At i'

transactions. Remember, endorse a dheck only on the left-hand side of the back of
.

.

the check, exactly as your name appears on the front. If this is not your usual

f
signature, sign'the check on the back a it appears on the front and then add your

correct signature directly below that. -.....

A Blank Endorsement

44. anillaVS

A Restrictive Endorsement (t)

41-4 4005/71-0-1*-

,fie- ascbtiaiS

A Restrictive Endorsement (II) A- Special Endorsement

4-4 t /)'4414Stte

.1
(244.441.14.

(Alre41401/69:40/21Lkr

AZA--a44-44404'.S.

Now let's look at why these different types of endorsements are used.

A blank endorsement includes only your signature. It is used when you

Wish to transfer ownership of check made out to cash or to you to another

person so they may Cash it. Becausecanyone can cash a check that is

endorsed, this way, be sure not to add this endorsement until you are

ready to give it: to the person you want to have the money, or to the

bank teller when you want to withdraw cash from your account.

A restrictive endorsemenrincludei the Words "For deposit only" and then

your signature. It is used when you wish-to deposit a check into your

bank,account. It is a good idea' to write your account number blow your

name to doubly insure that the check is deposited into the right account.

A special endorsement; or endorsement in full, is used when you wish to

sign the check over to someone else. On the back-of the check you write

"Pay/ to the order of" and add the name of the person dr organization you

want the money paid to. Then sign your own name below. With this type of

endorsement, only the person or organization whose name you have written on the

ctirWc.can cash'it.

Depositing a'Check

To, deposit a check int your bank account, use the appropriate endorsement

described above. A deposit slip must accompany any check that you deposit. A

E149
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CONVERTING CHECKS/page 3

typical deposit slip providesa place to write fin the amount of-money you are

depositing,in'the foym'Of checi4-i and a place to write in the amount of any cash

'you may also be depositing. Some banks supply you with personal deposit slips

when you open an account. If you don't have these, you'tan obtaina blank
$

deposit slip 'from the bank and write in your name,-address, and account number.

At most !Janis, you have a choice of mailing checks and deposit Allis to

the bank (tHe bank will supply the envelopes and pay the postage), taltingthem

to the bank, personally and giving them to the teller, or depositing them through

an antomaticteller machine. (Remember: when you deposit by mail- -don't send

cash!). If you deposit the check with the bank tellerpor aitomatic teller machine,

you will get a deposit receipt immediately. Be.sUre to keep this yop receive

your next bank statement - -to make sure the deposit is shown on the statement.

1

nI
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' MONEY-MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Hasto be Another Way"

Mt.

Writing Checks and 2.eCOrding Transactions

#5.3'

Checking accounts can offer'significant advehtagee in terms of convenience,

safety liq0 ease ofk4Ping track of your finandial transactions."'But, to -get the

rnost benefit,from a che4ingaccount, it is, important that you fill out your checks

'correctly and keep careful records of all checks you write. -When'you use checks,

the amount you-pay to

the-check and in our
,

accurately, the wh

whom and when idtommunicated completely by what you write on

checkbook. If you do not fill out the cheek correctly 'or

le transaction is thrown off; if you don't enter the infor2

matton in your checkbook, your record of how much is inyour account is thrown off.

The best way to guard against mistakes--either yours or the banks--is to keep care-

ful records of your checking activities. This factsheet provides you with the basic--

;but indispensiBle-- information you need to know about writing and recording your

checks. Please read it carefully.
.

Rules for Writing Checks1

(1) Make sure that every check you, write ia numbered- -the space for this is in

the u per right-hand corner. Bihks.often provide numbered checks; if yours

does t, write in your, own numbers so you can keep track of every check you
.!, .

write.
ti

(2) Date etch check Oroperly: A bank may refuse to accept a check that is datedI

head, or to hold it until the date is ceached. + .

i
.

%. .- . .
ite the name of,the person or organization to whom" you are writing the

.

check (th "payee'D after the printed words "Pay to the-order of." lt
,
is--

usually better to name a specific person or organization as payeatikanto

write "Bearer" or "Cash". Why make it easy'for the wring person to Asti
.

the check if it's lost. , If you'want to withdraw money ?or yourself, make

the check out to yourself as payee.
IP.

(4) When you write in the dollar amount on the right-hand side of the,check,

never leave a space between that figure and the dollar sign printed on the

check.
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4

(5) 94 the middle line, write out the unt of the check:in words.. Start as

far to he left as po ible so one can insert a word before it and change

the unt, If there ik a space between the last word and the word "Dollars"

on the check, draw a wavy line in the space. When the amount, includes cents

AO well ea dollars, for example, $15.35, write out the word "Fifteen" and

then write "and 33/100". When the amount is less than dollar, for instance,
)

itgan.bs written out as "None and 8g/100" or "Eigh y-nine cents only."

p4ge 2

(6) After you have filled out the check, sign it on the last \ine on the right.

Always sign your name exactly the way you signed the signature card when you

opened the

it
(7) Never sign a blank check. Write your signature only after all other blanks

have been filled in--otherwise,someone else can fill in the check for any'

amount they want to.

(8) Write all checks in ink. While it is legal to.use pencil, you run the risk

of having someone erase the amount 'and write in a larger one.

(9)- Once the .check is written, don't cross.out, erase, or change any part of it.

If you do, the bank will probably not accept it. Just tear up the check if

you made a mistake--and remember.to mark the check stub "void" so that you '

won't get mixed up with your check numbers.

(10) _The final rule is: DON'T WRITE A CHECK AT ALL IF YOU'RE NOT SURE YOU HAVE'

ENOUGH MONEY IN YOUR ACCOUNX TO COVERIT. If you have $20 in your account and

you write a check for $35, for instance, the check will "bounce". This means

that the payee Will not be able to cash the .check, the bank will return the

check to you marked "insufficient funds", and charge your account (approXimately-
,

$5)' for the, trouble.
o .

.

Rules for Recording Checks and Deposits'

.
Every tilde you write a' check or make a depokg, record it in the stub record

-that-is provided in every checkbook. °This is the'way to keep an accurate record of
t

ybur bank ac-count, and-of'checking yodt figures agaInst the bank statement you receive

E -52 .
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every month.. It's a good idea to fill out the stub even before

pet to make sure §ou don'tforgetto do it. You should'recor

the number of the check

the date

the amount of 'the check

y

page 3

u write the check,

the name of the person or company-to whose order the check' is to be paid

a note explaining what the payment is for (optional but very helpful)

The above information'` will give,ou an up-to-date record of the flow of money
in and out of your checking account and of exactly how-much-yob paid -to-whom-when. ,
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to be'Another Way"

HOW TO BALANCE YOUR CHECKBOOK

#5.4

have a checking account, your bank sends you each month an envelope

containing your cancelled checks (checks you have written that your bank has paid)

and a statement that lists all of your (1) checks that have cleared the bank that

- month, (2) cash withdrawal's, (3) deposits, (4) any service charges or interest you

may have accrued, and (5) the total left in your account (the "final balanCe") as

of the date of the statement. To "balance your checkbook", all you have to do,is

to compare this statement with the record oirbank:transactions you have been keeping

in your checkbook to make sure the bank's record matches your own;

If your record doesn't agree with the'bank's, it may be that you canulated

incorrectly, omitte6Or inaccurately recorded a bank transaction, or that your bank

made a mistake. If your ptatement doesn'e"balance", the first thing to do is to

double check to make sure your records are accurate. If you think your bank has

made a mistake, contact a bank officer to make,sure the error is corrected. Since,

errors can cost you money (particularly if you assume incorrectly that you have

more money in your account than you acipally do), it is'important to balance your

checkbook as soon as possible after you receivetyour monthly statement.

Sometimes people throw uP'their hand when it comes to balancing their check-

book, often because there appear to be so many items - -the cancelled checks, the

statement, and their Own'transaction record - -to contend with. However, if you

follow a,few specific steps, it, is .really quite simple an&the result is rewarding.

It's a good feeling to know that your account is in order and that you know exactly

how 'much money you have available, how much remains to be withdrawn(i.e., outstanding

c
checks),'and how much more Is in your account than appears on the statement (i.e.

deposits that hav 't yet cleared). Balancing your checkbook is another way ofen\

. staying in control o your financial situation.

1r
rive Easy Steps to_Balancing Your Checkbook

When you receive your bank statement, ypu will notice that_your checks,, deposits,

etc. are listed on the front, and that'the back provides a worksheet' to help; do
,

.
,. .

yout calculations. Many people use this worksheet, others use a sepatatepiece of

Taker,' or make. their calculatiOng right in their checkhOok. Do whatever is easier

for you. 'To see if-the bank's figures match your own, here's what to do:

E-5'4
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Checkbook

. ,

1. Take all the cancelled, checks your bank has returned and put 'them in

0 oidet by nudberso you can.sed which ones are missing. When you have d fie'
, .

pgis., check the dallat adbunt Witten on each check against the'ambunt hat

?

.. .

'

.
.

Aappeats
4fdt it on your statementta-make sure yoU and the.bank have r &lied

.

.

the Same SMount for each cancelled chedk.
.

.,,°

or

2. Look through your,pieckhook record to find'the,tuMbei and ''the &daunt
e

Of each Check that was vat returned to you. ThaSe lre Your "Outstanding

checks"-.4-,cheCks you ve Written that have not been cashed yet, or caShad.after

the closing date on yo statement. Write doWnthe atount'of each outstanding

check (plus any cash withdrawals you may haiid made aftei the closing date)

and 'add them up. .

, .,

3. Take the sum (of the outstanding checks) _that yoU calculated in

Step 2, and subtract it from the "final balance" amount the't appears On the

front of your statement.

`4. then turn to the front of your statement and check all of the deposits

listed against your checkbook record--to see if all-the deposits you made 41

are listed. 'Those you made after the closing date on the statemen t will

not be included on this month's atateMent. Add lup.t.the total amouneNof all-

deposits not listed and add them to the amount you calculated in Step 3.

1

5. The amou nt you now have (the sum of your outstanding checks-subtracted

from the bank's "final balance", plus any outstanding deposits) is your

final balance- -the amount of monel'in your checking account as of the closing

date of your statement. It should be.the same as the latest balance that
s.

appears in your checkbook record, If it is not...
fix

-
. .

Don't panic! It
4'"

is very easy-Alt make small Mistakes somewhere along the line--
It'

in recording a check or deposit, in adding or subtracting figures in your checkbOOk.
-,....,

recordandfoi'in doing yo r balancing calculatiOns. Go back and recheck all yoilr,

figures - -in. today's' calculations first, then in your checkbook recotd; makesdre

each cancelled check.tHat came with your statement'is included4n your checkbp6k

record, that all cash withdrawals were recotded. take your tithe. When you have

done all this and the accounts still don't agree, Contact-you bank.
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_MONEY !UNMEANT FOR WOMEN

4
.
THE IMPORTANCE OF INTEREST RATES

(assuming a 'deposit of $50 a month, compounded daily)
.

Interest After
rate ' 1 year

4% % $615.13
5 616.84
5% 617.70

5'h 61845
6 620.28

622.01

7,
7,4

'8

623.74
625.48
627.23

#5.5

T

After,
3 years -

After
5 ersy

After
10 Airs

After
20 years

$1.932:88
1.948.41,
1.956.25

$3. 6.53
3. 22.06'
3. 45.16

57.618.34`'519.641.57
7.831.35 20.832.93
7.940.88 21.463.05

1.964.11 .468.42 8.052.13 22.115.27
1.979.99 3.515.63 8.281.10' 23.496.83
1.996.02 3.563.61 8.518.04 24.982.45
2.012/2 3.612.48 8.763.73 26.583.82
2.028.60 3.662.20 .9.018.48 28.310.47.
2 045 16 3.712.83 9.282.67 30.173.06

WHAT COMPOUND INTEREST ADDS
(saving $50 a month' at 5% percent interest, compounded daily),

Year Your total deposits Amount of interest paid Total savings
1 1,..- $ 600 $ 17.70

3 .1.800 156.25
5. 3.000' v 445'0 6

"*010 '. 6.000 . 1.940.88
/0 12.00Q 9.483.05 ..

A PLAN FOR SAVINGS
(at 5%percent interest, compounded daily

Save This Amount Mditthi
If you warn For 3 For 5 For 10 For-15 Fp 20
this amount years years years years yea

$ 617.70
. 1:956.25

3.445.16
7.940.88

21.483;05

$ 1.000
2.000
3.000
4.000.
5.000

6.000
7.000
8.000
9.000

10.000'

3 25:56 8.14.51 $ 6.30, $ 3.62
,51.12 - 9.03, 12.59 , 7.24
76.68 43.54 18.89 '10.86

102.24,A 58.05 25.19 1,4.48
127.80 . 7.2'17 31.48 18.ft
153.36 87.08 37.78 '21.73
178.91 101:59 44.08 25.35.
204.47; -116.10 50.37 28.97
230.03 130.62' 56.87 32.59
256.59 145.13 -62.97 )36.21

,e

HOW FAS SAVING
Jai 5%perdent i 'rest, compounded daily)

For 25
years .

$ 1.59
4.66 3.18

99 4.77
.32 6:36

11.6e 7.95

13.98 9.54.
16.31 .111 3,
18.64,, 12.72
20.97 \\14.31.
23.30 15.90

.Aftei . After After
cliipopt *1 year 3.year 5 years

A
.

'10.'y ars
$1-f;',::*$- 207.16 $ 845.9 'VS1.489;547-4 ,3.43 1 ":69

1-0-:-7":534.32 771.601.8 4'-' 2;979,A8 6.863.37
15 .801.48 2,537.

- 20 1.088.63, 3.383,
6-6.67.10.196.013::

4495847:i 13.72614,
25 -1.335.79 4,229.7 ., 7.447:71- - .17:158.43 46:328.37

worProirided tithe.8oviry Savings Bank. New'Yol

After
.20 years

9.265.67 4

18.31.35
*27.797:02

:4,37,062.70

.
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN :
"There Has to be Another Way"

Borrowings and Buying on Credit: Yes or NW

, #6.1

%.*

What can you do if you want to buy something et lack the cash? You have a
choice: you can forget it9 postpone the purchase until you have the cash available,
or you can buy it now on credit.

Before discussing some wiSe_and not-so-wise reasons for using credit let's get
one thing straight: using 'credit is. likely to add to the price of your purchase.
The only way to ensure that you will not pay morelthan the price of theitem is ta
use cash or depending on the type of credit you are using, to, pay back the entire
amount when you get your first bill. Unfortunately, the cheapest option is not
always he most feasible.

/

P ovided you can afford .the additional cost, there is certainly nothing wrong
with sing credit. But remember that when you decide to buy something on credit
you e often also choosing to pay for the privilege of using someone elsds money
(th bank's; the company's) to do so.

In certain situations, the decision to use credit can be a sound one; under
ther conditions, however, it might not be such a good idea. Let's look at some

of the right reasons first.

IT MAY BE THE RIGHT TIME TO BORROW OR BUY ON CREDIT WHEN

...you are starting out - -either establishing a household, beginning a
family, or opening a business. These.tyties of major life events will take
a lOt of money and can teach you how to use credit wisely and to your bestadvantage.

*4 ...you must make some jot purchases. Big-iicket items are traditionally
__,..---.Baghewith iredit. F eople can buy a .car out of cash on hand and many

cannot buy furniture rappliances that way either. As for a house, credit
is virtually a necessity for those who make that type of purchase. 0.

...you are faced with an emergency. For those who have not yet accumulated
a sufficient 'emergency cash fund, borrowing to meet emergencies is as valid
a reason as. there can be.

,...there are attractive seasonal sales or specials on which you can save
money. If the items on sale are ones that you really want or need, it

,.may be worthwhile to use a charge account di; time-payment plan or get a
low-cost loan from a financial institution to buy these items now while...'

,they are on sale.

,,
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Borrowing & Buying on Credit/ page 2

...you ne college or other educational expenses. Here you

are makin: an in stment in your (or your children's) future. In fact,

with the r in costs of higher education, borrowing for college-is
becomifig the norm.

...the price of an item is heading sharply higher. If this is an item

you will need in the future, it is wise to try to beat the price rise
byusing credit to buy it now, and repaying with cheaper dollars.

Hower, there are other times when the consequences of using credit outweigh

the benefits. Here are some situations to watch out for. 9

IT MAY BE THE WRQNQ TIME TO BORROW WHEN

...you haven't a reasonable prospect of repaying. It is tempting to go
ahead and borrow because you need money or want to buy something now,

but you will pay dearly in the lon run ,f yin can't keep up the payments.
..- .

. ...you are borrowing to the very-hi-t of your capacity to repay; This is
a dangerous because any minor miscalculation on yout,part could force you

to default.°

..,you are buying something on impulse--the item is attractive, the payment

terms appear easy, and you are offereda long time to pay up.

...you are charging purchgses solely to boost your morale. Some people q'-

try to beat boredom or the blues with an ex;ravagant shopping spree.
Doing this on credit can really bring on a depression when the bills--
with interest--f inally.come due.

...you are using..credit to increase your status. Credit alone cannot raise

your standard of living and, in the long run, will diminish it because of

all the money you willspend on interest payments.

...you tend to overuse credit and fail to maintain an adequate cash rOserve.

People who do this tend to live in a constant state of uncertainty--they
, build up.little or no savings to use during medical or other emergencies
and are hard'hit by any unexpected financial reversal.

...you are using credit to buy what youwant now because you expect a
salary increase or windfall cash in the future. _What if.your expectations
clOn't come true--then you're really stuck.

...you are borrowing,to'gamble on some exceedingly risky venture. The

fact- that you have to-borrow means that this is not extra money you can

afford to lose. While it may be wise to inept in something that you
have thoroughly investigated and feel confident about, borrowing to gamble

is begging for trouble.
.

...you are living so far beyond your income that yOu have to borrow to meet

your current bills. You are headed for trouble if.yon must pile up, debts

just to manage your, day -to -day living.
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Borrowing & Buying on Creditl page 3

your personal financial decisions are yours and yours alone. No one else

is in exactly your situation. Therefore, a right time for you to use credit

may be the wrong time for someone else, and vice versa: The above are not hard

and fast rules, but guidelines to keep in mind when you make your predit decisions.

p-

a

CASEARDOE, 1981

`t"
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN'
"There Has to be Another Way"

WHEN YOU USE OPEN-END CREDIT, YOU SHOULD KNOW THAT

CREDITORS MUST TELL YOU THE METHOD THEY USE TO CALCULATE YOUR

FINANCE CHARGE.

Creditors use a number of different systems to calculate the
A

baladce on which they assess Finance Charges.

Some add Finance Changes after subtracting payments made during

the billing period. This-is called the adiusted balance method.

Other creditors give us no credit for payments made during the

billing period. This is called the previous balance method.

Under a third method -- the average daily balance method --

creditors add your balances for each day in the billing period and

then divide by the number of days in the billing period.

Here's a sample of three billing systems:

'Previous

Balance
Average Daily

Balance

Monthly Inteript Rate 11/296 11/2% 11/2%
Previous Bo lance $400 $400 $400
Payments $300 $300 $300 (payment on

15th day)

Interest Charge $1.50 $6.00 $3.75,
($100 x 1.5%) ($400 x 1.5%) (average balance of

$250 x 1.5%)
- .

As the'example shows, the Finance Charge varies considerably

for the same pattern of purchases and payments.

Source: Board of Governors of the FederaiAeserve System (Washington,
DC),,Consumer Handbook to CreditIrotection-Laws, 1980
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEli
"There Has to be Another' Way"

%

A COMPARISON

.

Even when we understand the terms a creditor is offering,

itIsteasy to underestimate the difference in dollars that

different terms can make.

Suppose you're buying a $5,000 car. You put $1,000

down, and need to borrow $4,000. Compare these three

credit arrangements:

#6.3

I

. APR
LengIh
of Loan .

Monthly
Payment

Total Finance
Charlie .

Total
Cost

Creditor A. 11% '3 years $131 $ 716 $4,716Creditor13 .11% 4 years $103.50 $ 968 $4,968Creditor C 12% 4 years $105.50 . $1,064 $5,064

How do these choices stack up?

Source: Consumer 'Handbook to Credit Protection Leah Board of
Governors of tile,Pederal, loserve tysten, lashington, DC, 1980.
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The answer depends partly on what you need.

The lowest cost lo is available from Creditor A.

But if you were 1. ins for lower monthly payments, you

couldrget them by saying the loan off over a longer period

of milk. However, you mould have to pay More in total

costs. A loan from Creditor B -- also at an 11 percent

APR, but for four years -- will add over.$259 to your

finance charge. \\Z

If that four -gear were available only from Creditor C,6'

the APR of 12 percent iiould add another $96 to your ttnance

charges as compared with Creditor B.

Other tends -- such as the stse of-the down payment --

mtlLalso make a difference. Be sure to look at ell the

terms before yo4 makmyour choice.

tt,

or

O

't O
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN .

"There Has to beleother Way"

.SHOPPING TOR A LOAN

#6.4'

Here's another example of loan costs and why comparison shopping is,impOrtant. -

You're buying a new car, and after making your down payment you need
to borroW,$3;000. You want to -pay back the loan in three _years and are
now seeking someone to finance your loan.

*
The salesman who sells you the car says he can finance the loan at

13 interest, which means a monthly payment of $102. Over the'next three
years you will ,pay $3,665 for the car ($665 in interest payments). Some
people might grab that offer, but you decide to go to your bank next.

The bank manager agrees to give you a car loan at just 11% interest,,
which 'means monthly payments 'of $98 and a-total cost of $3,536 -- or $129
less -than the previous loan offer. You grab it. '.

But perhaps you should have kept. shopping, especially if yog belong°
to a credit union, have a time-deposit account with a bank, or have a

.whole-life insurance policy. against which you can borrow. The following
#chart illustrates how.comparison shqpping for a loan can par off..

"It could mean a difference of $286 to $1,018 in finance charges over three
.years.

4

./

Cost Of Auto Loan over Three Years

TYPEOPa-
CREDIT

Borrowing against
a Whole-Life

RANGEOF: .
ANNUAL.

PERCENTAGE
RATES

AVERAGE
ANNUAL

PERCENTAGE
RATE

TOTAL FINANCE
CHARGE

' Insurance Policy 4% to 8% 6% $286
Passbook Loan 7% to 12% 81/2% $410
Credit Union 9% to 12% . 91/2%\ $460 k;
Bank 10% to 15% 11% $536I

4 Car Dealer- 121)/0 to 16% 131/2% $665
0 .

FinanceCompany 18% to'23% 20% $1,018
1

40

Source: Federal Trade Commission.

.

.Mt: The ual Percentage Rates (APRs) shown are, estimates of 1978'nati nal averages. They are intended only to helpyou comparerats charged by different-types Of, creditors. -Tha-actual-maxiium
usually.determined by state law, but some creditors, charge.less a n the Imam. That's' why it pays to shop' for credit.



The followingtipa will help you. compare the cost of inane and

get the best deal you, can on: credit..

Al.] lending, institutions are required: 4o quote interesterates

according to, the ANNUAI. PERCENTAGE RATE, isr APR. ikt, sure the

interest rate a- lender quotts. you' is, expressed: 1n. terms- of APR.

Remember that the more time you take to pay back what you borrow,,

the more it will cost you, in.interes,t charges. c)

Decide on the shortest time period'im which you can comfortsbly,

pay- back a loan; it will save you-dollars in the long run.

ak

.\"

Use the telephone to makesiiritnary calls to find out the current

rate, being charged by lend .agencies in your area.

Most banka and credit unions, expect loan-seekers to come in

person to request a'loan, but several phone calls should give you

an idea of the institutions with which you want to apply for a loan.

Ask about credit insurance. It's often added'into the Finance
Charge, but it's usually optional -- which means that in most
instances you don't have to buy credit insurance unless you want

it. Read the contract. If it says insurance is optional,
don't be tricked into buying it'if you don't want it.

Be sure to jot down the APR and monthly payments you're quoted

over the phone or in person, so that you can compare your notes

wherries time to pick the beat loan. offtr.

Ala

Adapted Arom: Consumer Handbookto Credit Protection Laws, Board of

,fk Governors of the Fadiiit'Reserve System Washington, DC, 1980.

I)



MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN.
"There Has to be Another Way"'

IF YO U'RE DENIBD-CREDIT...

#6.5

Not everyone-gets credit whenever they apply for it. A lender may legiti-

mapely reject our application if our "creditability" (our capacity, character

and'collateral) does not meet his standards. -However; Federal;credit laws
.

protect us from. being discriminated against on the basis of individual

characteristic, that have no bearing on our ability to paydback.what we borrow.

If we are denitd credit, there are'actions wee can and should take to make sure,,,

the creditoestest of creditworthiness was applied fairly and impartially and

to find out how we might improve our credit rating. If we believe we have been

discriminated against, -there are some legal avenues open to us.

Information the Creditor Can't Use
.../ . .

The Equal Credit Opportuhity Act Prohibits the deinal of credit on the
-

._
following grounds:

,Rafe, Color, Belision or .National Origin
Alit. A creditor may ask your age, ,but ttley may not turn you'down because
of yoUr'ae if you're old enough to sign a binding contract (usually 18
or 21 depending. on State law). The Taw, however, permits a.,creditor

_consider certain age-related informationssuch as how 164 it will lie
until,you ietire--because this might have economic consequences.

Sex. YOU MAY NOT BE DENIED CREDIT JUST BE4USEYOU ARE A WOMAN. Generallyi,_
creditors may not'ask your sex on an application ford' (orw-exception is
on a loan, to buy or build a home) orrequire that you Adentify yourself
as a:Miss, Mrs.; or Ms.

Marital Status. You may not be d JO credit just becaus you are Married,
single, widowed, divoiced, or sew: ted,.although in some. cases the .creditor
may ask for your marital status. Y +Ave a right to your own credit,based
on your own credit records and earn s. Your own credit means neparate
account or loan An your own name-41ot oint account with your husband
or a duplicate card on his account. Cie rs also may not ask about your
birth control practicestm whether youplan to have children, and they may
not assume anything about those plans. To further protect the married
woman, creditors may not consider whether you have a telephone listing
in your name since many married women do not. Finally, if you choose to
disclose 3,4iir child support and' alimony payments, the creditor must 'count -

ttiese as income.

-
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IF YOU'RE DENIED CREDIT/Page

PUblio.Assistance. You may not be denied credit just because you receive
Social Security or'public assistance (such as Aid to Families with
Dependent Childreh). But, certain information reIaie-dkr,,pthese sources
of income could hav a clear bearing on creditworthinesslfor example,,

"whether you will itfnue to meet the residency requirements for receiving
benefits).

Because You Exercise Your Rights UnderFederdl Credit LavT(described

A CREDITOR MAY NOT US$ ANY OF THE/BOVE GROUNDS A$. AN EXCUSE TO DISCOURAGE
YOU FROM APPLYINC,FORli LOAN, REFUSE YOU A LOAN TR YOU QUALIFY, OR LEND

YOU MONEY ON TERMS D/OPEREHT FROM THOSE GRANTED ANOTHER FUSON WITH A
SIMILAR "CREDIT ABILITY" RATING,.

Why You May Be Legitimately Denied Credit

Different creditors use different standards to determine our "credit- ability " --

and may arrive at a different conclUsion based on the same facts about our income,

expenses, credit history, and assets.

We may qualify in all aspects except Credit History which we may lack for 0

one of these reasons:

we're young and working at our first job.
,.....

we've never lived'!on our own" or at least not long enough to have
established a good record of rent and utility Payments.

N.

.

. , 'I, we've paid cash for everything we've bought*before, even our car, our
furniture and appliances.

we've relied on someone, else's credit standing, such as our parents or
our spouse, and have no separate credit history. /

Even if we have had credit before, we may be turned down when we apply for a

loan or a credit card because:

we may have too much to pay on our plesent charge accounts or loans.

Our income may not be high enough'to service another debt obligation.

Our,purpose in requesting a loan or credit may not be in line with our
'income. (Using credit to raise your standard o living is not a valid

\purpose.)

Lenders vary'in terms of standards for granting credit, and in.the amount
of ft;nds they have available to use for certain kinds of,loans.

IF YOU BELIEVE YOU HAVE "CREDITABILITY": KEEP TRYING. IF YOU SHOP AROUND,

YOU, 4AY FIND A CREDIT SOURCE THAT WILL ACCOMMODATE YOU.

'Nk

What To'Do If You Are Turned Down

Creditors may not delay our application. Under the Equal Credit OpportUnity

Act; we must. be'notified within- 30 days after our application has been completed

E -66



IF YOU'RE DENIED CREDIT/Page 3

whether it has been approved or not. If credit is denied, this notice must explain,

in writing, the specific reasons for denying credit or tell us of our right to

request an explanation. We have the same rights if an account we have had is

closed.

If you are denied credit, be sure to find out why. Remember, you may have

ek the *creditor for an explanation. You can discuss terms with the creditor

and Naythat you can improvg your creditworthiness.

If you thini6rou have been discriminated against under the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act, cite the law to the lender. If the lender still Says -no without

a satisfictory explanation, you may contact a Federal enforcement agenCy (see below)

for Issistance or bring agalaction.

Where to File Complaints About Credit Discrimination and Unfair' Practices

The following federal agencies are responsibile for enforcipg all of our

credit rights. The particular agency you contact to obtain information or to

reportta complaint will depen& on the type of creditor involved.

If a retail store, department store, consumer finance company, gasoline
credit card, travel and entertainment card, or a state chartered credit
union is involved, contact:

Federal Trade Commission
2243-EB I'ederal Building
New York, NY 10007
(212) 264-1207

If it Is a nationally chartered bank involved, contact:
Ak

Comptroller o the Currency
Consumer Affa rs Division
Washington, DC 20219

If it is a state chartered bank and a member of the Federal Reserve
System. contact:

Board of Governors or the Federal Reserve System
Division of Consumer Affairs
Washington, DC 20551

If it is a state chartered bank and is insure4 by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, but is not a member of -the Federal Reserye
System, contact:

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Office of Bank Consumer Affairs
Washington, DC 20429

, E-67 148
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If a federally chattered or federally insured (FSLIC) savings and loan

association is invovdd,,contact.

Federal Home loan Bank Board
Washington, DC.20552

;,

I If a federally chartered credit union is involved, contact:

-National 'Credit Union 'Administration

DiviSion of Consumer Affairs
Washington, DC 20456

On a state level, contact:.

The Attorney General's Office
'State Banking Department
(Address should be listed in the phone book)

Before you contact these agenhep, ask thejedit grantor who has refused you

credit to furnish you with the name and address of the credit bureau that issued'

a negative report to them. This is a,much simpler pro&dure,ald you should find

the management of the credit bureau,ready and anxious to show you your credit

rating report and willing to correct any erroneous infAmation contained within

the report.

,aa

V
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MONEY MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN
"There Has to be Ariother Way"

BASIC DO'S AND DON'TS OF CREDIT

#6.6

Credit definately has it's good points ...

Credit let's us buy necessities, when we're short of cash, and
extas when we wait them. without credit we would have to put
off buying what would be useful, necessary, or desirable.

Credit allows us to buy costly items', like a ear, without
having'to save the entire cost in advance.

Having "credit-ability" give us a cushion against unforeseen
difficulties or emergencies. Without the availability of credit
a problem can become even more of a burden.

But, managed poorly,-borrowing and .buying on credit may become addictive

and dangerous to your financial health. Credit, like money; doesn't get

us into trouble -- we get ourselves into trouble if we let thingruget

out of control.

The following list of basic "do's" and "don'ti" can help us avoid
'4

costly mistakes and protect our credit privileges.

DO'S.

Do always.keep in min&thaeredit costs money.

Do shop for credit-as 'tou_ahOp fox any other important purchase,
and buyyour credit ion the beat terms for you':

Do check carefully,iheMaximum amount of credit yOweansoundly
and safely carry..,,4,

o'Doask lots of tideations about any credit deal you are offered:-
Insist on a written statemenegfrod,the salesman showing you all
the-charges plus the cash cost before you decide to;buy.. = .

-

DOask yourself: would I buy the item for this amount of cash
if I had the cash right now?

.

SDo . g

study the installment contract withcare and be sure you under-
stand all: of it before you `sigh. When you sign, et a copy of; the
contract and keep it imasate place.

l

1)0:keep:receipts of ypur credit paymeits.

O
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Do pay off ohe.tejot installment debt before ytutakeva another.

oHDO:make sure th t all your monthly paythenteare equal in the
Installment deal \u sigh:-:- especially the last payment, Which

-,

sometimes is nsichiarge.
,

-

Do keep tree( Of;how-mudh-you owe overall, so you donut take on--

more debt than can'hildle.

.0 Do watch :for changes In credit .polities -- such te_highe4 finance

charges, ahorterIntereet4ree7grace periods," etc.

*Do bontipde to a.4:1 regularly at; yon -buy on redit --even if it's
,

only a 'ma 'ealh:week or month.
.._ .

.

,
.iik'Do grotect .,r drediPtating by making 'payments when and in the

. amounts they are ate.
...

Don't buy any item or service unless you are sure the seller is
a responsible dealer.

Don't buy anything you don't need or want -- certainly not'on creap.

-0 Don't carry several charge accounts that are seldom or never paid np.

Don't buy anything on-credit withoub discussing it with family
members who share financial responsibility with you.

o'Don'tgoein'any'hurry to sign any installthent contract or agreement.

Don't depend on promises made by a salesman -- get them in writing.

Don't buy oe,credit any item that will wear out before you have
completed its payments.

Don't buyontcredit anything you,will get tired of before you have
finished paying for it.

Don't-ever borrow money from ikloAn ahark.

Don't ever sign a contract that 'contains blank spaces -- they could
be filled in to your disadyantage.

Don't co-sign a loan for anyone unless-you have complete faith in
that person's ability and,willimnese to repay the loan.

Don't borrow unless you will,be able to continue Wave regularly, too.

Don't acCept_anymbre credit than you bc tempted to

. use more than you:should..
,

Don't be hesitant about -seeking credit coqnseling advice if you ink

you need it or would benefit froth it

f
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WHEN IN OVER YOUR HEAD

#6.7

.

Haw much debt you can handle depends on your individual financial situat on.

However, there are two w,,tning signals that will tell you when you're in over Ur

head: .

..
. . .

, .

A home mortgage aside, if the total amount you owe is more than 20%
of your annual take -home pay.

1

If your monthly payments for what you've bought or borrowed on credit
are more than what's. left over after basic expenses are subtracted from

,- your monthly take-home pay.

If you ever find you can't pay all your

First, don't just stop paying your bills. If your family is-suddenly faced
with a financial. squeeze, such as loss of a job or heavy medical expenses, call your,
creditors with an explanation. Describe your financial situation to them and offer
partial payments if, you possibly can. You may find that some cred
you one month's grace or will work out an alternative repayment plan tha
meet more easily.

ill give

Second, seek professional advice. The good news for this kind of financial bad
news is that professional counseling is fret almost two hundred Consumer Credit
Counseling Service offices throughout the country.

Although the budgeting help offered by credit counseling offices may vary
somewhat, they all provide. the following three kinds of counseling programs:

Budget counseling: Free analysis of a family's financial situation with
the assistance.of a trained counselor. This is a confidential counseling
session, that often includes Suggestions for handling your money better,
along with a discussion of financial aid--food stamps, ett..--for which
you may qualify.

Credit Counseling: Free advice and guidance on how to use credit more
wisely. People who seek credit-counseling help-ifien manage to\ by all
their debts as long as they live within the new budget specifica
designed for them by their credit counselor.

Debt management: For people already in financial trouble, the credit
counselor will work with the family to develop a repayment schedule
acceptable to them as well as to their creditors. Debt management is.
offered to those who, after their budget counseling sessions, indicate -they
are having trouble paying their debts on their own:

.1
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t

The initial counseling session is usually free. If you'decide to enter the

credit counseling debt-management program, there is often a, weekly charge of $2.50,

which is waived in hardship cases. Participants in this kind of program are asked

to give up their credit cards and not incur further debt-until they have payed

backalltheirprigrdetts.i.lhen the debts are reduced to the point where the

consumer can again take over her finances, the debt- management program is discontinued.,

Statisties shows that 97 percent of, the persons CI,:iho finish a debt-management program

never get into debt troubles again. /7

You don't have to be ill trouble to visit a credit counselor. You can,make

an appointment just to discus your finances and get advice on how to better handle

your money. If you're trapped in debt, however, expert help may be a, necessity.
A

Belo* is a list of credit counseling offices in the New York City metropolitan ,

area:
*IS

Consumer Credit Counseling Service of Greater New York4

Administrative Office
450 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY'I0001
(212) 594-1200

Counseling Centers:
v

ronx (212) 584-1965

Br (212) 855-2924

, ManhAtan (212) 867-9850

Queens (212). 526-4423

Staten Island (212) 867-9851

Nassau County (Hempstead) (516) 292-8855

o. Family Service Association
129 Jackson Street
'Hempstead, NY 11550

(516) 485-4600

;::*
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